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Introduction

The objective of this thesis is the modelling of environment e�ects on spectroscopic

molecular responses, using hybrid QM/classical methods.

The term �environment e�ects�, is a general term that refers to the modi�cations

of the behaviour of a molecular system when it is in condensed phase, for instance

when surrounded by a solvent, a membrane or an interface, as well as by a pocket in

a nucleic acid or in a cyclodextrin. Di�erent environments modify the spectroscopic

molecular responses in a unique manner, e.g. in case of absorption and emission

UV/vis spectra measured in di�erent environments, positions and intensities of the

bands are changed and the changes depend strongly on the environment. In solution

these modi�cations are referred to as solvatochromism.

A precise understanding of the connection between spectroscopic molecular re-

sponses and environment e�ects is still lacking, and the interpretation of exper-

imental results may present controversial issues. A deeper understanding of the

environment e�ects involving di�erent intermolecular interactions and coupled dy-

namical processes, can be achieved combining the experimental observations with

the computational modelling, which provides a quantitative description of environ-

ment e�ects and a microscopic insight into structural and dynamical e�ects of the

local environment.

Since the huge number of molecules that must be considered in order to simu-

late a condensed phase and get a physically and statistically correct picture, a fully

Quantum Mechanical (QM) study is unfeasible. Focused descriptions based on hy-

brid QM/classical approaches are needed in order to reduce the computational cost

of the simulation. In such focused models, the investigated system is partitioned

into two layers: a focused one, the molecular system of interest comprising the so-
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Introduction 3

lute plus eventually some solvent molecules, and the rest, i.e. the environment.

The focused layer is usually described using an accurate QM technique, whereas

the environment is described classically, for instance employing classical Molecular

Mechanics (MM) or Polarizable Continuum Models (PCM). The environment is de-

scribed using a classical force �eld, in the �rst case and as a structureless continuous

dielectric, characterized by its macroscopic permittivity, in the second case.

The environment e�ects, i.e. the interactions between the focused layer and

the environment, originate from speci�c and non-speci�c interactions. In the for-

mer case, the environment behaves like a discrete medium consisting of individual

molecules that can be conveniently described using an accurate QM or a more ap-

proximated MM approach. In the case of a solvent, speci�c interactions correspond

to the interactions between the solute and the �rst shell of solvation. Non-speci�c

interactions are those between the solute and the outer shells of solvation. In this

case, the interactions with individual (solvent) molecules are less important and in

practice the environment behaves like a bulk, characterized by averaged quantity,

for instance the dielectric permittivity. The solvent in such a case can be e�ectively

described as a continuum. Continuum models usually assume that the electrostatic

interaction with the solute due to the polarity of the environment is predominant

over the other interactions (e.g. dispersive, repulsive and steric interactions). The

latter are thus either neglected or described at a lower level of accuracy.

The focused approaches described in this thesis, are applied to the study of

environment e�ects on:

� two-dimensional infrared (2D-IR) spectroscopic responses (study of vibrational

couplings in peptides and DNA base pairs);

� electronic absorption and �uorescence spectroscopic responses (study of the

electronic absorption and �uorescence transition energies, quenching and en-

hancing of the �uorescence, in homogeneous solvents, membranes and DNA

pockets).

The thesis is organized as follows:
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� Chapter 1 introduces the theoretical methodologies needed to model environ-

ment e�ects using hybrid QM/classical methods. Firstly, we consider the linear

response extension of these techniques. Secondly, we focus on the modelling

of vibrational couplings (or vibrational energy transfer) using two vibrational

local modes approaches and their extension in the framework of Polarizable

Continuing Model (PCM).

� Chapter 2 presents the modelling of the environment e�ects on molecular vi-

brations and vibrational couplings, using Transition Dipole Coupling (TDC)

and Hessian Matrix Reconstruction (HMR). Firstly a comparative analysis of

the two approaches is reported for a model system, then the HMR-PCM for-

malism is applied to the evaluation of the vibrational coupling between amide

modes in peptides and between carbonyl vibrations of DNA base pairs. The

purpose is to develop an accurate methodology suitable for e�ectively predict-

ing and interpreting the vibrational couplings in solution.

� Chapter 3 presents the modelling of environment e�ects on the electronic ab-

sorption and �uorescence spectroscopic responses in several environments: a

homogeneous solvent, a membrane and a pocket in DNA. The purpose is to

achieve a microscopic understanding of the intermolecular e�ects which govern

the absorption and �uorescence properties of complex environments. Firstly,

the in�uence of di�erent solvents on the photophysical properties of selected

molecular probes, is analyzed using continuum, discrete and mixed discrete and

continuum, solvation approaches, in order to achieve more insight on solvent-

induced structural modi�cations, polarization e�ects, solubility, solute-solvent

hydrogen-bonding interactions, and solute aggregation. Secondly, the in�uence

of a membrane, on the photophysical properties of a selected molecular probe,

is presented combining PCM with a molecular �eld theory for the positional-

orientational-conformational distribution of the probes in the membrane. The

dependence of the absorption and emission energies, on position and orienta-

tion across the interface is investigated. Finally, we analyze the environment

e�ects on the cyanine thiazole orange (TO) in solution and when intercalated
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in single and double stranded DNA; the dependence of the absorption and

emission energies and of the quenching enhancing e�ects of �uorescence in the

di�erent environment is explored.



Chapter 1

Modelling environment e�ects

In this chapter, we provide a brief introduction of the theoretical methodologies

for the modelling of environment e�ects. In section 1.1 we present how to model

environment e�ects using hybrid QM/classical methods. In section 1.2 we focus on

the linear response (LR) extension of these techniques and in section 1.3 we present

how to model vibrational couplings using two vibrational local modes approaches,

and their extension in the framework of Polarizable Continuum Model (PCM).

1.1 Hybrid QM/classical approaches

Within focused models, i.e. the hybrid QM/classical approaches, such as the hy-

brid Quantum Mechanics/Polarizable Continuum Model (QM/PCM) or the hybrid

Quantum Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics (QM/MM) model, the e�ective Hamil-

tonian, Ĥe�, is the sum of the gas phase Hamiltonian (Ĥ0) of the focused part,

described at the QM level, and of the interaction Hamiltonian (Ĥint);

Ĥe� = Ĥ0 + Ĥint (1.1)

where the latter describes the interaction between the focused part and the envi-

ronment (and the self-interaction energy of the environment when it is described at

the MM level); what distinguishes the di�erent embedding approaches is the explicit

form of the interaction Hamiltonian.

6



1.1. Hybrid QM/classical approaches 7

Ĥint =

ĤQM/PCM (PCM)

ĤQM/MM +HMM (MM)
(1.2)

The explicit formulation of the interaction Hamiltonians will be presented in

sections 1.1.1 and 1.1.2.

1.1.1 The QM/PCM approach

In the QM/PCM approach [1�3], the focused part of the system is described at a

QM level, whereas the environment is described as a macroscopic continuum medium

having suitable dielectric properties. The main reason for this choice is the compu-

tational simplicity and the possibility to study a broad class of physical phenomena

within the same framework.

In this approach, the focused part is embedded in a molecular-shaped cavity

inside a polarizable continuum dielectric (characterized by a dielectric permittivity

ε (r)) which represents the long range electrostatic response of the environment. The

polarization of the dielectric produces a reaction potential, which is given in terms

of an apparent surface charge σ spread on the cavity surface. This is a classical

electrostatic problem nested within the QM model. To determine the apparent

surface charge, the Poisson equation for a charge distribution ρ embedded in a

cavity, surrounded by and in�nite dielectric with permittivity, ε, needs to be solved.

−∇ · [ε (r)∇V (r)] = 4πρ (r) (1.3)

which can be rewritten as:

−∇2V (r) = 4πρ (r) inside the cavity

−ε∇2V (r) = 0 outside the cavity
(1.4)

with two jump conditions for the potential,

Vin − Vout = 0 (1.5)
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and its normal derivative on the cavity surface,

∂Vin
∂n
− ε∂Vout

∂n
= 0 (1.6)

where n is the normal vector to the cavity surface.

In the computational practice the cavity surface is approximated in terms of

small surface elements (called tesserae) using a boundary element method (BEM);

after discretization, the apparent surface charge σ can be written in terms of point

charges, qk, which uniquely de�ne the polarization of the solvent. As a result, the

interaction Hamiltonian of Eq. 1.2, can be written:

ĤQM/PCM =
∑
k

qkV̂k (1.7)

where qk and V̂k are the apparent surface charge and electrostatic potential on

the tessera k

The discrete point charges qk can be obtained self-consistently by either a matrix

inversion or an iterative procedure; [4] in the former case the electrostatic problem is

recasted in the following matrix form, which is common to all versions of PCM: [1]

q = −QV (1.8)

where Q is the PCM response matrix (correlating the solute potential on the

tesserae to the dielectric polarization), a square matrix depending only on geomet-

rical factors and the dielectric constant of the medium (its dimension is T ×T , with

T the number of tesserae); q is the vector collecting the unknown apparent surface

point charges and V is a vector collecting the electric potential due to the charge

density of the focused part.

What distinguishes the di�erent versions of PCM is the explicit form of the PCM

response matrix Q; in the present thesis we have considered the Integral Equation

Formalism version of Polarizable Continuum Model (IEF-PCM), developed by Can-

cès and Mennucci [5,6], which will be described in section 1.1.1.1. It is quite �exible

and general, because the potentials are rede�ned in terms of the proper Green's func-
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tion and thus can be applied with the same strategy to very di�erent media ranging

from isotropic to anisotropic solvents, or membrane and interfaces. Its application

to membrane and interfaces will be described in section 1.1.1.2.

1.1.1.1 The integral equation formalism version of PCM (IEF-PCM)

Using the Green's function the potential is rede�ned in terms of additive contribu-

tions, G (r, r′) ρ (r′) dr′, arising from the individual charge elements ρ (r) dr, where

G (r, r′) is the potential in r generated by a unitary charge in r′; thus for a charge

distribution ρ (r) the associated potential, becomes:

V (r) =

∫
G (r, r′) ρ (r′) dr′ (1.9)

Since G (r, r′) is the potential generated by a unitary charge, the corresponding

Poisson equation can be written as:

−∇ · [ε (r)∇G (r, r′)] = 4πδ (r − r′) (1.10)

An analytical solution of the Green's function is available for isotropic and in

some anisotropic environments; for instance, the Green's function inside the cavity

(in vacuo) is Gi(x,y) = 1
|x−y| , whereas the Green's function outside the cavity (in

an isotropic liquid with a dielectric permittivity ε) is Ge(r, r
′
) = 1

ε|r−r′| = Gi(x,y)
ε

.

When an analytical solution is not available it can e�ectively be built numerically

as, for example, in the case of di�use interfaces and membranes (See Section 1.1.1.2).

Within this framework the solution of Eq. 1.3 may be rewritten as: [5, 6]

{(
2π − D̂e

)
Ŝi + Ŝe

(
2π − D̂∗i

)}
σ = −

{(
2π − D̂e

)
V + Ŝe

∂V

∂n

}
(1.11)

where V is the electric potential due to the charge density of the focused part

and Da, D∗a, Sa are integral operators formally de�ned for σ by:

(
Ŝa · σ

)
(x) =

∫
Γ

Ga (x,y)σ (y) dy (1.12)
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(
D̂a · σ

)
(x) =

∫
Γ

[εa∇yGa (x,y) · n (y)]σ (y) dy (1.13)

(
D̂∗a · σ

)
(x) =

∫
Γ

[εa∇xGa (x,y) · n (x)]σ (y) dy (1.14)

where the index a = i or e indicates the internal or the external of the cavity,

respectively; thus εi = 1 and εi = ε are the dielectric permittivities inside and

outside the cavity.

For an isotropic environment Eq. 1.11 reduces to the isotropic IEF-PCM equa-

tion:

{[
2π

(
ε+ 1

ε− 1

)
− D̂i

]
Ŝi

}
σ = −

{
2π − D̂i

}
V (1.15)

The partitioning of the cavity surface in small tesserae allows us to rewrite Eq. 1.11

and 1.15 as a set of T coupled equations (T is the number of tesserae). In matrix

form, the matrix Q of Eq. 1.8 can be rewritten as:

Q = T−1R =

{[
2π

(
ε+ 1

ε− 1

)
A−1 −D

]
S

}−1 [
2πA−1 −D

]
(1.16)

where A is a diagonal matrix containing the area of the tesserae (ak) and D and

S are the matricial representations of the corresponding integral operators: [7]

Dij =


(si−sj)·n̂j
|si−sj |3

if i 6= j

−
(

2π +
∑

j 6=iDijaj

)
1
ai

if i = j

(1.17)

Sij =


1

|si−sj | if i 6= j

1.0694
√

4π
ai

if i = j

(1.18)

1.1.1.2 The Green's function for interfaces and membranes

Since the �rst attempt of Onsager and Samaras in 1934, [8] in continuum model

studies the interfaces are described as a step discontinuity between two continuous

dielectric media, i.e. an inhomogeneous medium in which the dielectric constant
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changes discontinuously from one dielectric to another. This common step-interface

approximation shows some serious shortcomings and can provide unphysical results

in proximity of the interface.

In order to overcome these limitations, a recent extension of the Polarizable

Continuum Model (PCM) to study di�use interfaces was proposed by Frediani et

al. [9] in the formalism of the IEF-PCM. This approach can account for the e�ect

of the non-uniform dielectric environment on the electronic states of the probe and

seems to be able to provide results comparable to MD simulations. [10] In this

extension, an inhomogeneous medium represented by a dielectric with a continuum

varying dielectric function ε (r) which changes continuously from one bulk dielectric

to another, over a few Angstrom. Since in that cases an analytical solution is not

available, the Green's function is built numerically.

Analogously to the case of sharp boundaries, the Green's function at a di�use

interface (with a dielectric constant varying on the z-axis) can be formally written

as: [9]

GE
(
r, r

′
)

=
1

C (z, z′) |r − r′ |
+Gimg

(
r, r

′
)

(1.19)

where the �rst term is a Coulomb-like term with the dielectric constant replaced

by an e�ective dielectric function C (z, z′) that can be obtained through the following

steps and Gimg is the image term corresponding to the step-interface.

The electrostatic problem within an inhomogeneous dielectric, i.e. within a dif-

fuse interface and membrane, can be solved using the Green's function G
(
r, r

′)
,

which is solution of the Poisson equation:

∇ ·
[
ε (z)∇G

(
r, r

′
)]

= −4πδ (r) (1.20)

where it is assumed that dielectric constant, varies only along the z-axis. In

view of the translational symmetry the z-axis can be separated from the the two-
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dimensional space of x and y, as:

G
(
r, r

′
)

=
1

π

∫
e
ik||·

(
r||−r

′
||

)
g
(
z, z

′
, k||

)
dk|| (1.21)

where rq and r
′
q are the projections of r and r

′
onto the interface plane and

g
(
k, z, z

′)
the reduced Green's function. Substituting Eq. (1.21) into Eq. (1.20)

the following di�erential equation for the reduced Green's function g
(
k, z, z

′)
can

be obtained:

d

dz

[
ε (z)

d

dz
g
(
k, z, z

′
)]
− k2ε (z) g

(
k, z, z

′
)

= −2πδ
(
z − z′

)
(1.22)

The reduced Green's function g
(
k, z, z

′)
can be obtained using a �nite-di�erence

approach from the former equation. Since the transformed Green's function of Eq.

1.19 can be written as

g
(
k, z, z

′
)

=
1

C (z, z′) k
ek|z−z

′| + gimg

(
k, z, z

′
)

(1.23)

the e�ective dielectric function C (z, z′), can be obtained taking the limit of the

transformed Green's function:

1

C (z, z′)
= lim

k→+∞
k ek|z−z

′|G
(
k, z, z

′
)

(1.24)

Further details about the theoretical apparatus needed to compute q (sk, ε (z) , %)

in presence of inhomogeneous media, such as liquid/liquid interfaces, liquid/gas

interfaces or planar membranes within PCM have been discussed in ref. [9].

1.1.2 The QM/MM-Pol approach

In the QM/MM-Pol approach [11], the focused part of the system is described at

a QM level, whereas the environment is described through a classical polarizable

force �eld, using a set of atomic point charges, qm, and a set of induced dipoles, µa.
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Electrostatic forces are described by atomic partial charges, whereas polarization is

explicitly treated by adding isotropic polarizabilities at selected points in the solvent

molecules. Thus the interaction Hamiltonian, ĤQM/MM (of Eq. 1.2), is composed

by two interaction terms: one due to the charges, Ĥelec, and one due to the induced

dipoles, Ĥpol. The self interaction between charges and dipoles, HMM, must also be

included:

ĤQM/MM = Ĥelec + Ĥpol =
∑
m

qmV̂m −
1

2

∑
a

µaÊa (1.25)

HMM =
∑
m

qm
∑
n>m

qn
|rnm|

− 1

2

∑
a

µa
∑
m

qm (ra − rm)

|ra − rm|2
(1.26)

where qm and V̂m are the MM atomic point charge and the molecular potential

on the site m, respectively; Êa and µa are the electric �eld due to the charge

distribution and the induced dipole, on the site a, respectively; indices m and a

refer to the solvent charge sites and latter to the solvent polarization sites.

The induced dipoles µa on each polarizable site are given by

µind
a = αa

(
Ea +Esolvent

a

{
qi,µ

ind
i 6=a
})

(1.27)

where αa is the isotropic polarizability, Ea is the electric �eld due to the charge

distribution of the focused part andEsolvent
a is the total solvent electric �eld calculated

at the speci�c site; since the induced dipole moments depends on all other induced

dipole moments, the former equation needs to be solved iteratively or using a matrix

inversion. In the latter case the problem of �nding the induced dipoles can be

reduced to the following matrix equation, which is analogous to Eq. (1.8):

µind = BE (1.28)

where B is a square matrix only depending on geometrical parameters (its di-

mension is 3N × 3N , with N the number of polarizable sites); µind is the vector

collecting the unknown induced dipoles and E is the vector collecting the electric

�elds due to the charge density of the focused part.
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Once the apparent surface charges (through Eq. 1.8) or the induced dipoles

(through Eq. 1.28), have been determined, they can be used to compute molec-

ular properties. However, both the induced dipoles, µa, and the apparent surface

polarization charges, qk, implicitly depend on the wavefunction of the focused part

(whereas the atomic partial charges of the QM/MMpol are �xed). Therefore the

formers introduce a further nonlinearity in the SCF resolution of the quantum me-

chanical problem of the focused part. In the standard Self Consistent Field (SCF)

approach (either in its Hartree-Fock or DFT formulation) this nonlinearity modi-

�es the SCF scheme in what is generally known as Self Consistent Reaction Field

(SCRF) problem, in which there is a mutual polarization between the focused part

and its environment.

1.2 Electronic excited states

An electronic transition in solvated molecular systems acts as a perturbation of the

properties and dynamics of the solvent molecules. The solvent response, i.e. the

polarization, may be divided in fast and slow component. The fast one is mainly

electronic in character, and instantaneously responds to the perturbation, whereas

the static (slow) component does not change, immediately but it remains �xed in

equilibrium with the initial situation. These di�erences in response times may lead

to non equilibrium states, in which the fast component is equilibrated and the slow

component is not equilibrated, with the excited charge distribution of the solute.

The full process of formation and relaxation of an electronic excited state is

generally simpli�ed in terms of three sequential time steps (see Figure 1.1):

(i) vertical excitation (the environment molecules remain oriented in their ground

state con�guration, i.e. the slow polarization component remains �xed, while

the fast part of the polarization instantaneously readjusts),

(ii) relaxation of the slow degree of freedom of the excited state (with an increase

of time also the slow part of environment polarization gradually reorients to

the equilibrium), and
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(iii) vertical emission towards the vertical ground state (�nally the probe undergoes

a radiative process, in which only the fast part of the polarization readjusts,

emitting the �uorescence radiation).

Figure 1.1: A simpli�ed representation of the formation and relaxation of an elec-
tronic excited state .

In the presence of a polarizable environment, the three steps are characterized

by three speci�c delays in the solvent response, also known as nonequilibrium ef-

fects, which have to be properly included in the calculations of both absorption and

emission energies.

A valid strategy for the study of the environment e�ects on solvated molecular

systems undergoing an electron transition is represented by the extension of the

linear response (LR) scheme to continuum (LR-QM/PCM) [12] or discrete (LR-

QM/MMpol) [11] polarizable solvation approaches. In these LR approaches the

excitation energies are determined as the poles of the frequency-dependent response

function of the investigated molecular system, described by the e�ective Hamilto-

nian. Moreover, the LR approach avoids the explicit calculation of the wavefunction
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of the excited electronic state, which is needed in the alternative State Speci�c (SS)

approach.

In the LR approaches the excitation energies can be determined by solving the

following matrix equation: [13]

 A B

B∗ A∗

 Xn

Y n

 = ωn

 1 0

0 −1

 Xn

Y n

 (1.29)

where A and B collect the Hessian component of the energy functional with re-

spect to the wavefunction variational parameter; the solution of the former equation

yields the excitation energies, ωn, and the transition vectors

 Xn

Y n

representing

the �rst order changes in the wavefunction.

In condensed phase the A and B matrices include of a polarization contribution

(Cpol) which accounts for the fast environment response, associated with a speci�c

energy transition.

A = Avacuo +Cpol (1.30)

B = Bvacuo +Cpol (1.31)

What distinguishes the LR-QM/PCM and the LR-QM/MMpol approaches, is

the explicit form of the polarization contribution.

In the LR-QM/PCM approach the nonequilibrium e�ects are accounted for by

partitioning the solvent induced charges into a dynamical (qdyn, fast) and an inertial

(qin, slow) component, [1]

q ∼= qdyn + qin (1.32)

The slow component of the induced charges remains in equilibrium with the elec-

tronic initial state of the focused system, whereas the fast component of solvation

is in equilibrium with the �nal state wavefunction and with the slow component

of solvation. The implementation of this partition is realized using the static (εs)

and the optical (ε∞) dielectric constants, for the slow component and the dynamic
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component, respectively. As a result, the polarization contribution (of Eqs. 1.30

and 1.31) can be written as: [12]

CPol
ai,bj =

∑
k

Vk (φiφ
∗
a) qk (φjφ

∗
b ; ε∞) (1.33)

In the LR-QM/MMpol approach the nonequilibrium e�ects are accounted for

by using a polarizable classical force �eld. Non-polarizable classical force �elds

completely neglect the fast component of polarization and, although this may be a

reasonable approximation for weakly polarizable solutes, it may be more question-

able for more polarizable ones [11, 14] (e.g. in excited states that are usually more

polarizable than the ground state). Thus a proper account of the nonequilibrium

e�ects on both absorption and emission energies has to be done using the induced

environment dipoles and the mutual polarization between the focused part and the

environment, which is needed for an accurate simulation of the fast component of

the polarization. As a result, the polarization contribution (of Eqs. 1.30 and 1.31)

can be written as:

CPol
ai,bj =

∑
k

Ek (φiφ
∗
a)µ

ind
k (φjφ

∗
b ;αk) (1.34)

Although for molecular systems in vacuo the LR and SS approaches are equiva-

lent, this is not longer true in condensed phase. [15] This because the LR approach

is based on the focused ground state Hamiltonian, which does not account for the

fast relaxation of the environment in the excited state. In order to partially ac-

count for the formation and relaxation of the solute excited state, in the case of

PCM, Caricato et al. [16] developed a corrected Linear Response (cLR); using this

improved approach the equilibrium and non-equilibrium LR energies are corrected

by the interaction between the relaxation term of the density matrix (ρ∆) and the

corresponding apparent charges (qk (ρ∆)):

ωneqK = ω°

K +
1

2

∑
k

Vk (ρ∆,neq) qk (ρ∆,neq) (1.35)
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ωeqK = ω°

K +
1

2

∑
k

Vk (ρ∆) qk (ρ∆) (1.36)

where ωneqK and ωeqK are the cLR transition energies and ω°

K is the LR transition

energy, obtained in a completely frozen solvent.

1.3 Vibrational couplings

The usual description of molecular vibrations is based on the hypothesis of normal

(uncoupled) vibrational modes (see appendix A); however, as shown by modern

ultrafast infrared spectroscopic experiments, this picture cannot be strictly true for

all cases, e.g. in case of the two-dimensional infrared (2D-IR) spectroscopy that not

only gives the vibrational frequency of the di�erent vibrations but also the couplings

(the energy transfers or �ow) between di�erent vibrational modes.

The 2D-IR spectroscopy is a correlation spectroscopy with similarities to two-

dimensional nuclear magnetic resonance (2D-NMR), which allows to follow what

happens to vibrations, vibrational couplings and anharmonicities, in a molecule

after ultrafast excitations, providing a two-dimensional view of infrared spectrum,

which contain diagonal and o�-diagonal peaks:

� diagonal peaks are associated with single molecular vibrations and reveal the

energy of the vibrations

� o�-diagonal peaks are determined by the vibrational coupling (or vibrational

energy transfer) and provide direct information about structure and [17] dy-

namic of molecular systems, [18] and of the local environment. They are rep-

resented by the o�-diagonal force constants (kαβ), determined by the mixed

derivative of the potential energy,

kαβ =
∂V

∂lα∂lβ
(1.37)

where li is the i-th vibrational mode. These couplings can be empirically

de�ned in terms of Local Modes (LM's), i.e. vibrational modes not strictly

uncoupled, supposing that vibrations may be localized on certain bonds or
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groups of atoms. [19�24]

The 2D-IR spectra are, however, very complex to interpret if not supported by a re-

liable and accurate theoretical method. Thus despite its potentiality, the extraction

of structural information from the vibrational couplings (which determine the radi-

ationless energy �ow between di�erent vibrational modes), requires the combination

of experimental data with theoretical models.

The consideration of the local environment is crucial in order to realistically

describe vibrational couplings in solution, mainly because the interaction with the

environment modi�es both vibrations and couplings. In order to allow these ap-

proaches to reach their full potential, it is of fundamental importance to incorporate

solvent e�ects in all the �ingredients� of the models. A possible strategy is based

on the use of classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations or hybrid quantum-

mechanical/MD approaches, in which the quantum nature of vibrational transitions

is retained. [25] As a matter of fact, it appears evident that in many cases the

solute-solvent interactions are mainly electrostatic, so that modelling of the solvat-

ing environment by a continuum solvation model may provide a good representation

of solvent e�ects on vibrational spectra at a computational cost comparable with

that of the corresponding calculation for the isolated system.

In the present section we extend the PCM to describe vibrational couplings

among local vibrations in peptides within the Hessian matrix reconstruction (HMR)

[26, 27] and the transition dipole coupling (TDC) [28�31] models. The TDC is the

simplest approach and is based on the Coulomb interaction between the vibrational

transition point dipoles associated to the interacting modes (accounting only for

through-space interactions), whereas HMR is a more accurate approach, able to

account for both through-space and through-bond e�ects. Both methods rely on the

de�nition of a vibrational subspace described by a set of �local� vibrational modes on

the molecular structure, which is chosen depending on the nature of the vibration

under investigation [26, 29, 32]. In a �rst approximation, they are considered not

interacting with the remaining vibrations.
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1.3.1 Transition Dipole Coupling within the framework of

PCM (TDC-PCM)

In this section we present a model to study the coupling between local vibrational

modes in presence of an external dielectric medium mimicking the solvent. The local

vibrational modes considered here involve a well spatially separated set of atomic

nuclei which may belong to the same molecule or to distinct molecules. Under

this condition, the vibrational coupling originates mainly from the through-space

interaction, and, for isolated molecules, it may be expressed as the electrostatic

interaction between the derivatives of the electronic density with respect to the

LM's, lα and lβ, of the two oscillators (see Eq. 1.37). In presence of an external

medium, this electrostatic interaction presents an additional contribution. In our

formulation the environment is described within the framework of the PCM. As

described in section 1.1.1, within the PCM framework the polarization of the solvent

is represented by the apparent surface charge density on the cavity hosting the solute

charge distribution in the dielectric. This additional charge distribution modi�es

the electrostatic coupling between the vibrational oscillators, with respect to the

gas phase case.

It is convenient to start by considering the case of two LM's coordinates (lα, lβ),

supported by two di�erent molecules A and B, hosted within a dielectric medium.

The charge distributions of the two molecules will be denoted as ρA (lα) for the LM

lα and ρB (lβ) , for the LM lβ; each charge distribution ρx induces an apparent

surface charge polarization σx . The electrostatic energy of the total system (charge

distributions plus dielectric medium) can be written as, [33,34]

V PCM
AB (lα, lβ) = V direct

AB (lα, lβ) +
1

2
V explicit
AB (lα, lβ) (1.38)

where V direct
AB (lα, lβ) is the electrostatic interaction between the bare charge dis-

tributions (the same as in vacuo)

V direct
AB (lα, lβ) =

∫ ∫
ρA (lα; ri) ρB (lβ; rj)

|ri − rj|
dridrj (1.39)
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whereas V explicit
AB (lα, lβ) represents the additional electrostatic interactions in-

duced by the presence of the environment,

V explicit
AB (lα, lβ) = VρAσA (lα, lβ)+VρAσB (lα, lβ)+VρBσB (lα, lβ)+VρBσA (lα, lβ) (1.40)

where:

Vρxσy (lα, lβ) =

∫ ∫
Σ

ρy (lα, ri)σx (lα, si)

|ri − sj|
dridsj x, y = A,B . (1.41)

In the last equation Vρxσy represents the electrostatic interaction between the

charge distribution ρx and apparent charge σx, induced by ρy (x, y = A, B).

The force constant kAB (lα, lβ) is then determined by the mixed derivative of the

electrostatic energy VAB with respect the LM's lα and lβ, supported by two di�erent

molecules A and B. Di�erentiating Eq. (1.38) with respect to local modes, leads to

four terms which can be recasted as a sum of two contributions:

kTDC−PCMAB (lα, lβ) = kdirectAB (lα, lβ) + kexplicitAB (lα, lβ) (1.42)

where

kdirectAB (lα, lβ) =

[∫ ∫
ραA (lα, ri) ρ

β
B (lβ, rj)

|ri − rj|
dridrj

]
Qα=0,Qβ=0

(1.43)

and

kexplicitAB (lα, lβ) =

[∫ ∫
Σ

σαA (lα, ri) ρ
β
B (lβ, rj)

|ri − rj|
dridsj

]
Qα=0,Qβ=0

(1.44)

where the upper indexes denote partial derivative of the corresponding charge

distributions with respect to the LM's. In deriving Eqs. (1.43-1.44) we have assumed

that the charge densities of the two oscillators are non-overlapping and that the

charge density of each unit is independent of the nuclear displacements in the other

unit. This assumption implies that the cavity or cavities have a �xed geometry,
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independently of the displacement coordinates of the two oscillators.

If the oscillators are separated by distances much larger than their size, a dipolar

approximation can be introduced to describe the electrostatic interactions determin-

ing the vibrational coupling. The vibrational coupling may then be written as:

kTDC−PCM (lα, lβ) = µαA · E
β
B (1.45)

where µαA, the transition dipole moment and Eβ
B is the total electric �eld due to

the other oscillator, namely

Eβ
B = E

µβB
B + E

σβB
B (1.46)

where E
µβB
j is the electric �eld produced by the transition dipole moment µβB

E
µβB
B (r) = TAB · µβB (1.47)

and E
σj
j is the electric �eld produced by the di�erentiated charge distribution,

E
σβ
B (r) = −∇

∫
Σ

σβB(r′)

|r− r′|
dr′ (1.48)

where Tij is the dipole interaction tensor, given by Tij =
3rij ·rij−r2

ijI

r5
ij

(rij = ri−rj
is the distance vector of length rij between the two dipoles), I is a unit tensor and

∇ is the gradient operator with respect the components of the position vector r.

In the computational practice, the apparent surface charge distribution is dis-

cretized into a set of apparent point charges {qβB,i} spread on the surface of the

cavity and the electric �eld may be written as

E
σβ
B (r) = −∇

∑
i

qβB(si)

r− si
(1.49)

where si is the position vector of the i-Th charge and the summation runs over

all the apparent charges.

As reported in section 1.1.1, the apparent point charges qβB,i are obtained as

solution of the matrix equation
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qβB = QV(ρβB) (1.50)

where qβB is a column vector collecting the apparent charges, V(ρβB) is a column

vector containing the electrostatic potential produced by the molecular charge dis-

tribution, ρβB, at the location of the apparent charges, and Q is the PCM response

matrix (see Eq. 1.8).

To summarize, in the TDC-PCMmodel the vibrational coupling kTDC-PCMAB (lα, lβ)

is a sum of two contributions:

kdirectAB (lα, lβ) = µαA ·EµβB = µαA · T̃ AB · µβB =
µαA · µ

β
B − 3 (µαA · rAB)

(
µβB · rAB

)
r3
AB

(1.51)

kexplicitAB (lα, lβ) = µαA ·EσβB = µαA ·
∫

Σ

σβB(r′)
r− r′

|r− r′|3
dr′ ≈ µαA ·

∑
k

qβB(sk)
r− sk

|r− sk|3

(1.52)

where the former is the simple bare dipole-dipole interaction as in TDC [28,35]

method, whereas the latter is the interaction mediated by the medium.

1.3.1.1 Calculation of the transition dipoles and charges

The molecular quantities involved in the TDC-PCM equations can be determined

by performing a QM calculation of LM's for the solvated monomers A and B, and

extracting the derivatives of the molecular charge density distribution with respect

the LM of interest. For each monomer the PCM calculation of the molecular Hessian

is performed using the dimeric cavity, at the corresponding equilibrium geometry.

The calculations must be performed within the �xed cavity approximation and using

a non-equilibrium solvation regime.

The computed derivatives of the molecular charge densities are expressed in terms

of the derivative of the one-particle density matrix Px, associated to the chosen

basis set used for the expansion of the molecular orbitals of the QM calculation.
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The density matrix Px is then used to compute the corresponding transition dipole

moments and the derivative of the apparent charges. The transition dipoles µαA is

given by:

µα{A,r} = Tr (Pα
AMr) (1.53)

where P α
A is the derivative of the density matrix of monomer A with respect to its

local mode α, Mr is the matrix corresponding to the r-Th component of the electric

dipole operator expressed in the basis set. A corresponding expression involving the

monomers B holds for µβ{B,r}.

The transition charges qβB,i are obtained using Eq. (1.49) and the the electrostatic

potential V (ρβB) given by:

V β
{B,i} = trPβ

BV(i) (1.54)

where P β
B is the derivative of the density matrix of monomer B with respect to

its local mode β, V(i) is the matrix corresponding to component of the electrostatic

potential operator at the position of the i-Th apparent charges. To take into account

the non-equilibrium solvation regime, the solvent response matrix of Eq. (1.50) must

be evaluated using the optical dielectric constant of the solvent (ε∞).

1.3.2 Hessian Matrix Reconstruction within the framework

of PCM (HMR-PCM)

In this section we consider the more accurate HMR-PCM approach to study the

vibrational couplings. The basic formulation of the HMR requires an harmonic QM

calculation of the vibrational local modes and the vibrational normal modes of the

full system. Thus, the normal modes of the target system are rede�ned in terms of

vibrational modes, so that the inter-mode vibrational coupling can be computed. In

this approach solvent e�ects are obtained by reformulating vibrational calculations

for a solvated system, i.e. in presence of an external dielectric medium mimicking the

solvent. [36,37] Thus in HMR-PCM approach the e�ects of the solvent are implicitly

accounted for by calculating normal modes and frequencies for the solvated system
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as well as by rede�ning the local modes in solution.

In the HMR-PCM approach the vibrational coupling is calculated by assuming

that the NM's of the full system (Qi) can be approximately related to LM's (li) by

a unitary transformation. [26]

 Q1

Q2

 w U

 l1

l2

 (1.55)

All the modes are given as 3N -components vectors of atomic mass weighted

Cartesian displacements (N is the number of atoms). The LM's can be obtained:

� cutting the full system in smaller parts into which the local vibrations are

localized and using the NM's of these smaller parts to obtain the LM's. [26]

This approach is applied in Section 2.1.

� dividing the full system into smaller parts in which the local vibrations are

localized, using the PHVA to obtain the LM's. This improved computational

strategy based on the combination of the HMR-PCM and Partial Hessian

Vibrational Analysis (PHVA, see appendix A), used to obtain accurate vibra-

tional LM's, was developed in my PhD work. This approach is applied in

Section 2.2.

It is worth remembering that an accurate modelling of the LM's is crucial to give

an accurate modelling of the vibrational couplings.

Using the same transformation of Eq. (1.55), the vibration couplings (β) can be

obtained from the NM's frequencies (ωi) through: [28,38] ε1 β

β ε2

 = U−1

 ω1 0

0 ω2

U (1.56)

The transformation matrix U can be given by:

U =

 cosθ sinθ

=sinθ cosθ

 (1.57)
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where the transformation angle (θ) is: [26]

θ =
θ1 + θ2

2
=
arctan

(
Q1·l2
Q1·l1

)
+ arctan

(
Q2·l1
Q1·l1

)
2

(1.58)

To summarize, using the former transformation matrix, the following relation

between NM's and LM's can be found:

 ε1 β

β ε2

 =

 cosθ sinθ

=sinθ cosθ

−1 ω1 0

0 ω2

 cosθ sinθ

=sinθ cosθ

 (1.59)

This gives the following expression for the vibrational couplings:

β =
1

2
(ω1 − ω2) sin (2θ) (1.60)



Chapter 2

Two-dimensional infrared (2D-IR)

spectroscopic responses

This Chapter deals with the modelling of environment e�ects on two-dimensional

infrared (2D-IR) spectroscopic responses. In particular we focus on vibrational

couplings between amide modes in peptides (Section 2.1) and between carbonyl

vibrations in base pairs of nucleic acids (Section 2.2).

2.1 Vibrational couplings between amide modes in

peptides

This Section presents and discusses two di�erent applications, namely the HMR-

PCM and TDC-PCM approaches (described in Section 1.3) to a model system

constituted by a formaldehyde dimer. Then the PCM-HMR model is applied to

the evaluation of the vibrational couplings between amide modes in (s)-N-methyl

acetylproline amide (NMAP).

As shown in Section 1.3, in the HMR-PCM method the solvent e�ects are taken

into account in terms of changes of its normal modes and vibrational frequencies,

due to the presence of the solvent; on the other hand, TDC-PCM method relies

instead on the evaluation of the vibrational transition dipoles of the local modes in

the presence of the solvent, and then explicitly includes medium screening e�ects

27
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on the Coulombic interaction between the transition dipoles. Due to its intrinsic

limitations, the TDC method is not quantitatively reliable and is only suitable to

model the vibrational coupling of weak interacting systems, whereas the more reli-

able HMR-PCM method can be applied to study complex molecular systems both

in vacuo and solution.

The application of the 2D-IR spectroscopy to peptide systems is particularly

interesting because of the little knowledge on the interactions between amide vibra-

tions. In this study we only consider amide vibrations I and II, [39] since they are

by far the most commonly used for structural analysis (a list of the amide vibrations

is reported in Table 2.1).

Amide Description Frequency (cm−1)
A NH str. ∼3300
B NH str. ∼3200
I CO str. ∼1600-1700
II NH bend, CN str. ∼1500-1600
III NH bend ∼1200-1400
IV OCN bend ∼630-770
V NH bend ∼650-800
VI CO bend ∼540-600
VII Skeletral torsion ∼200
S CαH bend ∼1400

Table 2.1: Characteristic infrared amide vibrational frequency [40�42].

2.1.1 Computational Details

All structures were optimized at the DFT level using the B3LYP hybrid func-

tional [43] with the 6-31G(d) basis set for formaldehyde and the 6-311++G(d,p)

basis set for NMAP, both in vacuo and solution. Solvent e�ects were described by

exploiting the IEF-PCM (see Subsection 1.1.1) as implemented in the Gaussian03

code (G03). [44] Extension of PCM to the TDC model has been implemented in a

locally modi�ed version of the same code. The PCM molecular cavities surrounding

the molecular solutes were built by interlocking spheres. For formaldehyde dimers,

the calculations were performed by using for each monomer both a single sphere

placed on the carbon atom, with radius [45] Rsph=3.0Å, or a PCM cavity made of

four spheres placed on each atom with radii RC=1.925Å , RO=1.75Å, RH=1.2Å
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(see Figure 2.1). For NMAP the cavity was built by using a molecular cavity made

of 13 interlocking spheres according with an analogue choice reported in ref. [46] (

RC=1.925Å, RO=1.75Å, RN=1.83Å, RH,amide=1.2Å, RCH=2.125Å, RCH2=2.325Å

and RCH3=2.525Å). In the following applications, we have analyzed three di�erent

solvents, an apolar one for the case of formaldehyde dimer and a medium and a

highly polar one for NMAP; the corresponding dielectric constants used are those

of cyclohexane (e = 2.0), DCM, and water (e = 8.9 and 78.4), respectively.

In the case of NMAP, free energies and Boltzmann populations of the various

conformers were obtained by including zeropoint and thermal contributions (at 298

K). The same quantities in solvent were obtained by further including nonelectro-

static (repulsion, dispersion, and cavitation) energy contributions. [47]

To apply the HMR approach to NMAP, the amide-I (amide end) and amide-II

local modes were represented by the elements of the carbonyl carbon and oxygen

atoms and the amino nitrogen and hydrogen atoms in the acetamide (CH3−CO−

NH2) normal modes, whereas the amide-I (acetyl end) local mode was represented

by the elements of the carbonyl carbon and oxygen atoms in the N-methylacetamide

normal modes.

2.1.2 Results and Discussion

2.1.2.1 PCM-TDC vs PCM-HMR: A performance comparison on formalde-

hyde dimers

Here we show the performance of the TDC-PCM with respect to the more complete

HMR-PCM method and to benchmark it with respect to the Onsager solvation

approach, for which an analytical formulation of the solvent e�ect on the coupling

can be de�ned. A very simple system formed by two interacting C=O stretching

modes placed on two di�erent formaldehyde units is considered. Two di�erent spatial

arrangements are considered, i.e., head-to-tail and face-to-face dimers (see Figure

2.1), both with variable r distance between the medium points of the C=O bond.

In Table 2.2, force constants for head-to-tail and face-to-face formaldehyde dimers

in vacuum and in cyclohexane are reported as a function of the r distance.
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Figure 2.1: Scheme of the face-to-face (left) and head-to-tail (right) formaldehyde
dimers. The corresponding spherical and molecular PCM cavities are also shown.
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Dimer r kHMR
vacuum kTDCvacuum kHMR-PCM

sphere kTDC-PCMsphere kHMR-PCM
mol.cavity kTDC-PCMmol.cavity

4 2.83 7.30 2.85 7.60 (7.94) 1.79 7.10 (9.24)
6 1.65 2.16 1.29 1.81 (2.40) 1.31 1.86 (2.78)

head-to-tail 8 0.79 0.91 0.64 0.75 (1.02) 0.65 0.77 (1.17)
12 0.25 0.27 0.10 0.22 (0.30) 0.20 0.26 (0.35)
16 0.11 0.11 0.04 0.09 (0.13) 0.08 0.11 (0.15)
4 4.57 3.65 3.86 3.03 (4.06) 3.83 3.33 (4.67)
6 1.12 1.08 0.88 0.87 (1.20) 0.91 0.94 (1.39)

face-to-face 8 0.47 0.46 0.38 0.37 (0.51) 0.36 0.39 (0.59)
12 0.14 0.13 0.11 0.11 (0.15) 0.10 0.13 (0.17)
16 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 (0.06) 0.04 0.05 (0.07)

Table 2.2: Coupling Force Constant kAB (103 mdyne Å
−1
amu−1) between the Car-

bonyl Stretching Modes of the Formaldehyde Dimers, obtained using HMR and TDC
in gas phase and in cyclohexane as a function of the intermolecular distance (r, in
Å). For the TDC-PCM approach, the direct component (see Eq. 2.1) is also shown
in parentheses.

Looking �rst at the gas-phase data, it appears that TDC and HMR results

are quite di�erent for distances smaller than 12Å with TDC overestimating and

underestimating the couplings in the head-to-tail and the face-to-fact orientations,

respectively. Such a behaviour is not unexpected, because the approximation of

the two oscillators as a pair of point transition dipoles becomes reasonable only

at large distances with respect to the molecular size. Moving to solvated dimers,

the analysis becomes more complex as this intrinsic limit of the TDC approach

couples with the solvent polarization e�ect, which acts both on the magnitude of

the transition dipoles and on their interaction. From the data reported in Table 2.2,

we can dissect these two e�ects by comparing the gas phase kTDC with the direct

component and the total value of the kTDC-PCM. As it can be seen from the values of

the direct component (given in Table 2.2 in parentheses), the solvent induces a net

ampli�cation of the transition dipoles, which would lead to a ca. 30% increase of the

dipole-dipole interaction. However, the inclusion of the screening e�ect completely

changes this behavior, leading to a decrease of the total coupling of less than 5%

for the head-totail and less than 10% for the face-to-face orientation. In order to

get better insight into solvent e�ects, it is convenient to de�ne a solvent screening

factor as
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sPCM =
kPCM

kdirect
(2.1)

In Figure 2.2, we report the distance dependence of s for the TDC-PCM in

comparison with the screening factor predicted by the Onsager (sOnsager = 9ε
(2ε+1)2 )

and the Förster [48] approaches (sForster = 1
ε
). For this analysis, two sets of PCM

results are reported, the ones obtained from the values reported in Table 2.2 and

the ones obtained in the case of spherical cavities. As expected, sPCM is a function

of the dimer orientation and distance, and it converges to the Onsager factor only

at large distances. In the case of spherical cavities, the short-distance discrepancy

found for the head-to-tail orientation with respect to the Onsager prediction can

easily be explained by noting that at r = 4Å the two spheres slightly overlap and,

as a result, the interaction between the transition dipoles is less screened (s is closer

to one) than at larger distances, for which the two spheres are separated.

Figure 2.2: Screening factor (see text) in the formaldehyde dimers as a function of
the r distance (in Å) for the head-to-tail orientation (left panel) and the face-to-face
orientation (right panel).

2.1.2.2 Vibrational Coupling Between Amide Modes in N-Methyl Acetyl-

proline Amide (NMAP)

In this Section we analyze the vibrational coupling for trans NMAP in aqueous and

DCM solutions. The choice of this dipeptide is based on previous studies, [46] which

have shown that PCM is able to give a reliable description of its conformational

e�ects and several spectroscopic properties in water, such as vibrational frequencies,
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C7 310 helix I PII

gas phase 99 1 -
CH2Cl2 17 29 54
water 4 28 68

Table 2.3: Calculated Boltzmann Populations (%) of the Various Conformers of
NMAP in Gas Phase, Water, and DCM

IR/VCD, Raman/VROA, UV/CD spectra, ORD, and NMR.

In order to get a reliable description of spectroscopic properties of systems ex-

hibiting di�erent conformations, not only it is crucial to get an accurate description

of the properties but also to correctly predict the relative populations of di�erent

conformers. In particular, for NMAP it has been shown, [46] that only 310 helix I

and C7 are stable minima in the gas phase, whereas in water three structures, i.e.,

310 helix I, PII and C7, coexist with di�erent conformational weights. The popu-

lations of the most relevant stable conformations calculated in the previous paper

for the gas phase and water are reported in Table 2.3, together with newly obtained

values in DCM, whereas in Figure 2.3, we report the structure of the three possible

conformers together with indication of the dihedral angles which identify them.

(φ, ψ)
C7 310 helix I PII

gas phase -81,77 -76,-13 -
CH2Cl2 -82,74 -72,-24 -62,144
water -82,74 -68,-28 -62,146

Table 2.4: Dihedral angle values (in Degrees) for the optimized structures of NMAP
in dichloromethane and water, with PCM and in vacuo. The calculated dihedral
angle in vacuo and in water are taken from Ref. [46].
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Figure 2.3: Structures for the three most stable NMAP conformers. The PCM
cavities are also shown.

As reported in Table 2.3, results in DCM are in between gas phase and water; in

fact, in the gas phase only the C7 conformation is substantially populated, whereas

in water, the PII conformer, unstable in vacuo, is the dominant species, with only

a small amount of 310 and an almost negligible quantity of C7 . In DCM an inter-

mediate situation is reported, being PII still prevalent (54%) but with 310 roughly

one-half of the PII , and C7 no longer negligible (17%).

Such a di�erent picture in the three environments, together with the di�erent

values of the coupling of the conformers in each environment, causes quite dissimilar

average β values in the various media reported in Table 2.5 for amide-I-amide-I,

Amide-I (Ac)-Amide II, and amide-I (Am)-Amide II. In the same table we also report

the corresponding vibrational couplings in vacuo, DCM, and water for the most

relevant NMAP conformations. �Ac� and �Am� in the tables refer to the acetyl and

amide end, respectively. Due to the near proximity of �vibrational oscillators�, only
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the HMR method has been applied. In fact, for highly interacting chromophores, the

dipole-dipole interaction is clearly not reliable as shown also in the previous section.

The use of the HMR method, in fact, makes the resulting couplings account for both

through-space and through-bond interactions. The latter should be very large for

amide-amide coupling, due to the proximity of the groups involved, in some cases

also bonded to each other. As expected, coupling values are strongly dependent

upon the molecular conformation exactly as the angles between transition dipoles

(see Table 2.5), which are, together with β couplings, another outcome of 2DIR

experiments. The 2DIR spectra of NMAP in DCM have been reported by Rubtsov

and Hochstrasser, [49] who studied energy transfer pathways between amide modes.

In Table 2.5, a comparison between calculated average data in DCM and experiments

is reported.

Conformation
gas phase CH2Cl2 water

Amide I (Ac) -Amide I (Am)
C7 10.7 (38) 8.2 ( 33) 9.1 (30)
310 0.7 (108) 2.2 (114) 2.5 (116)
PII - 6.0 (68) 7.0 (70)

average 10.6 (39) 5.3 ( 76) 5.8 (81)
exp [49] - 10 (44 - 56) -

Amide I (Ac)-Amide II (Am)
C7 19.3 ( 33) 18.1 ( 31) 17.5 (32)
310 8.0 (71) 11.1 (87) 11.0 (92)
PII - 2.6 (43) 3.1 (49)

average 19.2 (33) 7.8 (54) 5.9 (60)
exp [49] - 19 (35 - 34) -

Amide I (Am)-Amide II (Am)
C7 25.8 (66) 20.7 (57) 20.0 (55)
310 30.4 (75) 21.7 (64) 18.5 (60)
PII - 20.7 (64) 18.2 (66)

average 25.9 (66) 21.0 (63) 18.4 (64)
exp [49] - 30 - 32 (52 - 66) -

Table 2.5: Vibrational couplings (β) and angles (θ, in parentheses) between amide
modes of NMAP in gas-phase, in water and in dichloromethane. The Comparison
between Calculated and Experimental value of NMAP in DCM are also shown.
(Vibrational couplings in cm−1, angles in degrees)

In general, a good reproduction of experimental �ndings is shown for both cou-
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plings and angles. In more details, couplings are always slightly underestimated

with respect to experiments. By analyzing this result together with the data of the

single conformers (Table 2.5), it becomes evident that such an underestimation is a

consequence of the underestimation of the population of the C7 conformer. Exactly

the same applies to angles between transition moments. Indeed the study of confor-

mational stability in solvents of low to medium polarity, as DCM, using a continuum

solvation model can be more delicate than in highly polar solvents like water. In

fact, in DCM, a delicate balance between electrostatic and nonelectrostatic e�ects

applies, which �nally leads to free energy di�erences between the conformers below

0.8 kcal/mol at room temperature. These values are of about the same order of

magnitude as the accuracy of the model.

2.2 Vibrational couplings between carbonyl vibra-

tions in DNA

This Section focuses on the application of the HMR-PCM method to the study the

vibrational coupling between carbonyl vibrations in DNA.

It is well known that infrared techniques are very sensitive to the structure of the

polynucleotide helix since DNA bases change their vibrational properties in a unique

way, due to vibrational couplings and environment e�ects. An accurate modelling

of molecular vibrations and vibrational couplings is a key factor in order to correlate

the change of couplings to structural modi�cations; [50] in the case of DNA, this is

fundamental, for instance, to develop more e�cient DNA-binding drugs. [51,52]

QM calculations of the vibrational coupling in DNA oligomers have been per-

formed by Zanni et al. [53] and by Lee et al. [54�57] adopting di�erent computational

strategies. In particular, Zanni et al. have studied the vibrational coupling between

normal modes involving carbonyl stretching in Watson-Crick (WC) base pairs gua-

nine (G) and cytosine (C) and between nearest-neighbour bases G and C, in two

di�erent DNA oligomers. QM calculations were performed on isolated G and C

bases, by neglecting the deoxyribose and phosphate groups to reduce the compu-

tational costs, and the vibrational coupling was obtained by using the electrostatic
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TDC and a �nite di�erence evaluation of the PES curvature. In particular, for

the vibrational coupling between the Watson�Crick base pairs, a single pair was

used as model, while for the evaluation of the vibrational coupling between nearest

neighbour bases G and C, two stacked base pairs were considered. The vibrational

coupling for the same DNA oligomers has also been studied by Lee et al. [54], by

performing QM calculations on G and C using a modi�ed HMR method.

The consideration of the local environment has been reported as crucial in order

to realistically describe vibrational couplings in solution, principally because the in-

teraction with the environment modi�es both the single local vibrations and the cou-

pling between them. Similarly to the study reported in the previous Subsection on

amide vibrational couplings in small peptides, here we apply a computational strat-

egy still based on the PCM combined with the HMR method and Partial Hessian

Vibrational Approach (PHVA) (see appendix A) to evaluate inter- and intra-layer

couplings between hydrogen bonded and stacked DNA base pairs. In particular,

the coupling between carbonyl vibrations located on G and C bases will be con-

sidered in the case of a A-form DNA of well known structure, resolved with X-ray

crystallography. [58]

2.2.1 Modeling DNA oligomers

In this study we have investigated a sequence of guanine and cytosine in the double

stranded helix DNA d(GnCn). In particular, we have used the structure of the DNA

oligomer d(G4C4) determined by McCall et al. [58] by single-crystal X-ray methods

(PDB ID: 2ANA). In the structure, there are two strands in the asymmetric unit,

and these coil about each other to form a right-handed A-type double-helix with

Watson-Crick hydrogen bonds between base-pairs. The two d(G-G-G-G)·d(C-C-

C-C) segments in the oligomer exhibit similar and uniform structures (see Figure

2.4).
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Figure 2.4: Structure of the DNA oligomer investigated in this study. From this
experimental structure �ve di�erent coupled bases were extracted, that from now
on will be indicated as fragments 1-5.

From this experimental structure �ve di�erent clusters were extracted, containing

the coupled bases, that from now on will be indicated as fragments 1-5. The borders

of the helix were not considered.

To introduce the e�ect of the rest of DNA, two di�erent models were used. In the

�rst model (referred to as PCM) the environment was represented as a continuum

dielectric, while in the second model (cluster) the adjacent base pairs were explicitly

included in the QM calculation. More in details, for the H-bonded (HB) pairs two

additional base pairs were considered, while for the stacked pairs four additional

base pairs were included (see Figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5: Representations of the stacked and HB fragments within the PCM (a
and b) and the explicitly included adjacent base pairs (c and d), respectively.

2.2.2 Methodologies

As pointed out by Lee and Cho, [54] the application of the HMR approach to the

study of coupled vibrations localised on base pairs presents critical points, due to

the high delocalization of the vibrational modes. To overcome these critical points,

we have combined the HMR approach with the PHVA. [59�64] The PHVA is used

both to perform the vibrational calculation on the coupled Hydrogen-Bonded (HB)

and stacked pairs and to localize the vibrational modes on each single basis. As

presented in Appendix A, the system is divided into a freely vibrating and a frozen

part, which does not directly contribute to the normal mode of the vibrating one.

In agreement with the one-bond-distance rule [65] more than one bonds between

the freely vibrating (the bases) and the �xed part (the furanoses and the adjacent

base pairs in the cluster model) have been left in order not to bring the two parts

too close (see Figure 2.6). The calculation of the vibrational coupling between two

local modes located on di�erent base pairs, consists of the following steps:
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1. Normal Modes calculation of the single uncoupled basis in the presence of the

others kept frozen, using the PHVA. These are the local modes of the uncou-

pled basis, which are used as a basis for the determination of the vibrational

coupling.

2. Normal Modes calculation of the coupled pair (possibly in the presence of the

other bases kept frozen, using the PHVA). These are the normal modes of the

coupled pair.

3. Application of the HMR using the results of the coupled and the uncoupled

calculations to determine the vibrational coupling between the local vibrations.
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Figure 2.6: Representations of the stacked (a-f) and HB fragments (g). The freely
vibrating atoms are represented in �Ball & Stick�, whereas the frozen atoms are
shown in �wireframe�. The systems (a-d) are obtained from the fragments 1,2,4,5 ;
whereas the systems represented in (e-f) are obtained from the fragment 3.
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2.2.3 Computational details

All calculations were performed by using the Gaussian 09 package, [66] by employing

DFT and using the M06-2X functional. [67] This functional was chosen for its ability

to describe non-covalent interactions. [68,69] To describe the continuum environment

the IEF-PCM (see Section 1.1.1) was used. PCM cavities were built as a series of

interlocking spheres centred on the atoms. Two di�erent set of radii were tested:

the UFF radii (all multiplied by cavity size factor of 1.1), which are the Gaussian

09 default settings (from now on indicated as StCav), and a set of enlarged radii

(employing a cavity size factor of 1.7) so to take into account void space around

the base pairs in the DNA double helix (from now on indicated as LCav). In the

particular case of the PCM calculations for the fragments, in order to consider the

possibility that in a DNA double helix the volume between the base pairs cannot be

accessible to solvent, a larger radius (equal to that of the Carbon atom) was used for

the hydrogen atoms involved in hydrogen bonds between base pairs. Two di�erent

values of the dielectric permittivity were tested, corresponding to a weakly polar

(e = 6) and an non polar (e = 2) environment.

The combination of three basis sets for the three di�erent parts of the fragments

was used, namely 6-311+G(d,p) for the freely vibrating bases, 6-31G(d) for the other

vibrationally frozen bases and 3- 21g for the furanose rings. All the geometries were

kept �xed to the experimental structure (taken from Ref. [58]), with the exception

of the missing hydrogens in the experimental X-ray structure, that were optimised

at the 6-311+G(d,p) level.

2.2.4 Results and Discussion

2.2.4.1 Normal modes and frequencies of references bases in solution

Before discussing the couplings in the DNA oligomers, in this Section we will focus

on the vibrational properties of the single bases composing the systems, i.e. guanine

(G) and cytosine (C), in their methylated form. The role of such results is twofold:

in fact, besides being interesting per se, they can also give an idea of the accuracy of

the results obtained in the following analysis on the DNA oligomers, since the single
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C and G are used as basis set for the PHVA and HMR analysis. The vibrational

properties of C and G have been previously studied in the literature, both from

the experimental [53, 70�75] and computational [53, 70, 76�79] points of view. In

particular, values for the two selected modes, referred to in the following as Gs and

Cs have been reported in various environments. According to DFT calculations,

these modes have predominately carbonyl stretch character, as shown in Figure 2.7.

Such modes are the ones on which the following discussion on vibrational couplings

will be focused.

Figure 2.7: Structure and pictorial view of the two selected normal modes of G (left)
and C (right)

In Table 2.6, PCM calculated frequencies for Gs and Cs modes in di�erent en-

vironments, are reported, chosen according to the availability of experimental data.

The outcomes of previous calculations reported in the literature are also shown for

comparison's sake, as well as experimental values. In the case of PCM calculated

data, two di�erent choices of the de�nition of the PCM molecular cavity surround-

ing the solute in the dielectric are compared, i.e. the cavity obtained by exploiting

the default settings of Gaussian 03 [80] (G03,) and Gaussian 09 [66] (G09). In fact,

the cavity size and shape are the only adjustable parameters in a PCM calculation,

for a given solvent. The calculated value of Gs in DMSO are sensitive to the choice

of the PCM cavity. In particular, the use of a smaller cavity (the G03 default set-

tings) decreases the calculated value of more than 20 cm−1. As said, the Gs mode

involves the C=O group, which, due to the geometry of the molecule is exposed to

the solvent, and therefore very sensitive to the polarity of the solvent (compare also
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the previous calculations in vacuo reported in Table 2.6). However, with the default

G09 settings, the cavity surrounding the C=O group is larger than in the case of

the G03 default settings, so that a decrease in the solvent e�ect (which causes a

decrease in the calculated value) is observed. As far as the comparison with the ex-

periment is concerned, a better agreement is obtained with the use of the G03 cavity.

However, both choices of the PCM cavity yield a experimental/calculated ratio in

the range 0.96-0.97, which are in line with the reported scaling factors for the same

DFT functional and similar basis sets [81]. The use of a low-polarity environment

for the calculations (e=2) makes the calculated values approach the calculations for

the isolated system, as it is expected. Also, a very low di�erence is observed with

the two cavities, as the solvent e�ect being in both cases very low. Also in the case

of cytosine in water, the same trend as reported for DMSO as varying the cavity is

observed. In fact, a di�erence of about 20 cm−1 is reported for Cs, with the G03

once again approaching the experimental value, with an experimental/calculated

ratio in the range 0.97-0.99, depending on the reference experimental value.

2.2.4.2 Normal modes and frequencies in DNA

The analysis reported in the previous Section for the solvated G and C bases has

shown the characteristics (including possible limits) of the QM model here adopted

to describe vibrational motions in solvated systems. When moving to a more com-

plex environment such as DNA however, further di�culties appear due to the ex-

tremely inhomogeneous and anisotropic interactions between the bases and the em-

bedding matrix. In particular, when focusing on vibrations, di�erences between

solvated and embedded bases can appear not only in the frequencies of the investi-

gated modes but also in the nature of the modes themselves. It is thus necessary to

analyze the possible changes on the previously investigated modes before trying to

simulate their couplings.

As explained in the methodological Section, the computational strategy here

adopted is based on the HMR approach, in which the couplings between vibrational

modes are obtained by �projecting� the local modes of the uncoupled systems into

those of the coupled pair. In present context, the local modes are those of the
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uncoupled G or C but in the presence of the embedding matrix, which will modify

the local modes due to di�erent e�ects, including the fact that now G and C are

chemically bonded to furanose groups. The presence of a real chemical bond between

the guanine or the cytosine to the DNA strand will in fact reduce the vibrational

freedom of these molecules with important consequences in the displacements and

the frequencies related to the modes. Here, in particular, we shall focus on the

coupling between what we previously indicated as Gs and Cs modes.

Mode This work Previous calculations in vacuo Experimental
CS 1738 G09 e = 2 1750 (B3LYP/6-31G(d)) [54] 1712 in N2 [70]

1738 G03 e = 2 1660 (BP86/6-311G) [70] 1720 in Ar [77]
1730 in Ne [78]

1702 G09 in H2O 1722 (MP2:6-31G (d, p)) [73] 1645 in D2O [53]
1680 G03 in H2O 1785 (B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p)) [53] 1660 in H2O [79]

1818 B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) [74]
GS 1799 G03 e = 2 1686 (BP86/6-311G) [70] 1736, 1749 in Ar [76]

1799 G09 e = 2 1727 (B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)) [71] 1742 in N2 [76]
1760 G09 in DMSO 1762 (B3LYP/6-31G(d)) [54] 1693 in DMSO [53]
1637 G03 in DMSO 1840 (B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p)) [53]

1833 (B3LYP/6-31G(d)) [72]

Table 2.6: Calculated M06-2X/6-311+G(d,p) and experimental values for a selected
mode of C and G monomers in various environments. (All data are given in cm−1).

In Figure 2.7, we previously reported the selected modes of G and C whereas in

Table 2.7 we report the corresponding frequencies obtained in vacuo and with the

di�erent models for mimicking the DNA environment.

With respect to the calculations in vacuo, the presence of the continuum di-

electric, even if with a low dielectric constant, causes a decrease in the frequency

absolute values, which is of the order of 6 cm−1 for C and 10 cm−1 for G. The use

of a larger PCM cavity (i.e. LCav), causes the results to go towards the in vacuo

limit, as expected. Overall, the di�erences among the results obtained with the two

choices for the size of the PCM cavity are minor, in both cases of the order of 5-7

cm−1, and independent on the choice of the fragment. The increase in the dielec-

tric constant of the medium (moving from e=2 to e=6) also causes a shift of the
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same order. Noticeably, the calculations performed with the �cluster� model yield

results very similar to the PCM e =2, thus showing that the actual environment

experienced by the single base in the DNA environment is nicely reproduced by the

PCM.

We �rst note that, even if in Table 2.7 we reported data for fragment 1, the

analysis we can get is general as the di�erences obtained for the same system in

di�erent fragments are always small, of the order of 10 cm−1.

Cytosine CS1 CS2 avg
vacuum 1709 1700 1704

PCM e=2, StCav 1703 1694 1698
PCM e=2, LCav 1707 1699 1703
PCM e=6, StCav 1696 1687 1691

cluster 1703 1695 1699

Guanine GS1 GS2 avg
vacuum 1764 1755 1760

PCM e=2, StCav 1754 1745 1750
PCM e=2, LCav 1761 1752 1756
PCM e=6, StCav 1743 1734 1738

cluster 1757 1749 1753

Table 2.7: Vibrational frequencies of uncoupled linked cytosine and guanine moieties
as obtained with di�erent solvation models, in the fragment 1. CS1, CS2 and GS1,
GS2 refer to the local vibrations of cytosine and guanine in fragment 1, respectively.
All values are given in cm−1.

In order to get more insight into the trends just commented, it is relevant to

recall here the actual molecular structures of the systems to which Table 2.7 refers.

In particular, it is to note that all the calculations were performed on the same ge-

ometries, corresponding to what is extracted from the experimental X-ray structure

taken from Ref. [58], except for the positions of the hydrogen atoms, which were op-

timized. In addition, each basis is, in this case linked, to a partially frozen furanose

group (see Figure 2.6), and the corresponding frequencies have been obtained in the

presence of the coupled basis, kept frozen. All these aspects make the comparison

with what was previously shown in Table 2.6 for the �free� bases, quite di�cult. In
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fact, in that case, the geometries were relaxed in each of the considered environ-

ments. As can be seen, the di�erences are quite substantial: by referring to the

PCM e = 2 calculation, the calculated data for the �free� bases are about 45 cm−1

higher than the corresponding ones for the bonded bases in the frozen fragments.

2.2.4.3 Couplings

In Table 2.8 we report the vibrational couplings (β) obtained for the di�erent pairs

(stacked and HB) using di�erent solvation models: the values reported in the dif-

ferent columns refer to G-G, C-C, and G-C, in the stacked pairs (see Figure 2.6 a,

b, c) and G-C in the HB pair (see Figure 2.6g), respectively. In the case of stacked

G-C two sets of values are reported corresponding to the two di�erent diagonal

arrangements (see Figure 2.6c).

environment bGG bCC bGC bCG2 bGC(HB)
gas phase 10.0 4.5 2.5 4.5 11.4
ε=2, StCav 9.1 3.7 0.9 4.0 11.8
ε=2, LCav 9.1 3.6 1.0 4.3 12.0
ε=6, StCav 8.1 3.5 0.5 2.9 13.7
cluster 8.6 3.6 1.5 4.2 10.8

Table 2.8: Vibrational couplings calculated in vacuo and through di�erent solvation
models, in the fragment 1. All values are in cm−1.

As far as the nomenclature in Table 2.8 is concerned, we note that, the coupling

terms bGG and bCC refer to stacked guanine and cytosine bases, respectively, and

bGC, bCG2 refer to the diagonal coupling between guanine and cytosine.

As it can be seen from the data reported in Table 2.8, the inclusion of the e�ects

of the DNA environment always leads to a decrease of the coupling constants, with

the only exception of the HB pair in a PCM environment.

Such a decrease in the b values can be ascribed to screening e�ects of the po-

larisable environment and this is what found for all stacked pairs with all solvation

models. As expected the largest screening is found in the case of PCM with e = 6

(i.e. the highest dielectric constant). For all stacked pairs the cluster calculation is
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better reproduced by the PCM model with e = 2, which can be de�ned as the most

realistic continuum model for describing a DNA-like environment: therefore, in the

following, the analysis of PCM environment will be limited to this description.

In the case of the HB pair, the analysis is less simple as the PCM description

always leads to an increase of β also in the case of the smallest permittivity (e=2),

and the largest cavity. This increase seems to be due to a large variation of the

transition densities which is here opposite to the expected screening e�ect which is

also diminished being the two coupled bases quite close. [82]

Moving now to the comparison among the di�erent pairs, it is interesting to note

that the GG stacked pair presents a coupling constant very similar to that of the

GC HB pair, for which the largest interaction was expected.

In order to be properly compared with experiments, the results reported in Table

2.8 have to be further analysed so to estimate the e�ects of heterogeneity along the

double strand. As explained in the methodological Section, from the DNA oligomer

we have extracted �ve non-equivalent fragments (see Figure 2.6). The corresponding

β values obtained in vacuo and with PCM e = 2 with the two cavities are reported

in Table 2.9, whereas in Table 2.10 we collect the main geometrical parameters,

namely the internuclear distances between the carbonyl carbons of the two coupled

bases and the angles between the corresponding CO vectors.
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bGG bCC

fragment vac
ε = 2
LCav

ε = 2
StCav

vac
ε = 2
LCav

ε = 2
StCav

1 10.0 9.1 9.1 4.5 3.7 3.6
2 11.7 10.7 9.9 3.5 3.4 3.4
3 6.7 6.7 6.5 2.9 2.6 2.5
4 13.9 12.9 12.0 3.4 3.3 3.3
5 10.6 9.8 9.0 2.9 2.7 2.7
avg 10.6 9.8 9.3 3.4 3.1 3.1

bGC bCG2 bGC(HB)

fragment vac
ε = 2
LCav

ε = 2
StCav

vac
ε = 2
LCav

ε = 2
StCav

vac
ε = 2
LCav

ε = 2
StCav

1 2.5 1.0 0.9 4.5 4.3 4.0 11.4 12.0 11.8
2 1.5 1.3 1.1 8.2 7.5 6.9 9.7 9.8 9.7
3 6.0 5.7 6.0 11.9 8.5 6.1
4 1.5 1.3 1.3 3.4 3.6 5.0
5 6.3 2.4 1.7 4.6 4.2 4.1
avg 3.6 2.3 2.2 6.5 5.6 5.2

Table 2.9: Calculated vibrational coupling constants for the investigated fragments
in di�erent environments (All values are given in cm−1).

fragment rGG rCC rGC rCG2 rGC(HB) θGG θCC θGC θCG2 θGC(HB)
1 4.2 4.4 7.3 4.2 4.5 24 24 174 162 174
2 3.7 4.7 7.2 4.5 4.4 32 40 168 154 170
3 4.6 5.5 4.7 4.2 47 47 91 96
4 3.6 4.5 7.1 4.7 21 24 175 164
5 3.8 4.4 7.1 4.5 27 31 178 156
avg 4.0 4.7 6.7 4.4 4.5 30 33 157 146 172

Table 2.10: Internuclear C(O)-C(O) distances (in Å) and CO-CO dihedral angles
(in degrees) in the coupled bases in the di�erent fragments.

We note that the signi�cant di�erences found in the fragment n=3 are due to

the change in the sequence of bases. In fact, we note that, in fragments 1, 2, 4, 5 the

coupling terms bGG and bCC refer to stacked guanine and cytosine bases, respectively,

and bGC, bCG2 refer to the diagonal coupling between guanine and cytosine, whereas

in fragment 3, the coupling terms bGC, bCG2 refer to the coupling between stacked
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guanine and cytosine, respectively, and bGG and bCC refer to the coupling between

diagonal guanine and cytosine (see Figure 2.6d-f).

The comparison of the β values with the structural data reported in Table 2.10

reveals that the vibrational couplings are sensitive not only to the inter-layer dis-

tances, but also on the speci�c DNA base pairs, i.e. on the speci�c environment

acting on the speci�c DNA basis.

Finally, in Table 2.11, a comparison between our data and the outcomes of

previous calculations are reported, as well as experimental data available in the

literature.

We �rst note that previous calculations were performed by exploiting a di�erent

approach with respect to ours. In fact, the data reported in Ref. [53], were obtained

by using a Finite Di�erence (FD) approach, in which the coupling is calculated

through the numerical evaluation of total energy second derivative, with respect to

the local modes of the single nucleic acid bases. In this case, the local modes are

normal modes of the isolated nucleic basis.

The calculations reported in Ref. [54], were performed with an extension of the

HMR approach (Extended-HMR), which assumes the Hessian matrix in the atomic

coordinate system to be divided into blocks, each associated to the local nucleic acid

bases modes. Such an Hessian sub-matrix generates the correspondent local modes,

which are used to transform the Hessian matrix from the global basis modes to the

local modes. The same approach was also exploited to obtain the data reported

in Ref. [55], where environmental e�ects are taken into account through molecular

dynamics techniques.

The di�erences between the various approaches explain the variability of the

results, being the set of values for the bGG vibrational coupling the most signi�cative

under this comparative viewpoint. Also, due to the large di�erences between the

computational approaches previously exploited and our method, it is not simple to

clearly evidence the origins of the discrepancies. However, the trend reported for the

extended-HMR/B3LYP approach by Lee and Cho [54] is in good agreement with our

data, whereas the largest discrepancies are noticed for FD calculations [53], which

is however the most di�erent with respect to our model.
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Table 2.11 also reports the comparison between the calculated and the �tted

experimental vibrational couplings taken from Refs. [75] and [53]. Overall, a gen-

eral good agreement with experiments is found, especially if we consider that the

experimental �ndings refer to a dG5C5 sequence which is not identical to the similar

sequence dG4C4 used in the present study. The e�ect of the environment described

in a explicit or in a continuum manner is not large, due to the low polarity of the

environment to be modelled; however, the account of environmental e�ects improves

the agreement with the experimental data.

method environment bGG bCC bGC bCG2 bGC(HB) Ref.

HRec/M06-2X
On fragment 1

gas phase
ε = 2, LCav
ε = 2, StCav

cluster

10.0
9.1
9.1
8.6

4.5
3.7
3.6
3.6

2.5
1.0
0.9
1.5

4.5
4.3
4.0
4.2

11.4
12.0
11.8
10.8

ThisWork

HRec/M06-2X
Averaged values
On fragment 1-5

ε = 2, LCav
ε = 2, StCav

9.8
9.3

3.1
3.1

2.3
2.2

5.6
5.2

10.9
10.6

ThisWork

FD/MP2
FD/B3LYP

gas phase
ε = 2
LCav

ε = 2
StCav

3.0
1.6

4.7
5.0

11.6
10.4

[53]

Extended-
HRec/B3LYP

gas phase
Cluster

8.4
8.3

1.3
1.0

0.4
0.2

2.5
2.3

13.9
13.7

[54]

classical MD
simulation in
D2O solvent

17.4 3.2 1.8 4.3 12.8 [55]

exp. (±2cm-1) 9.5 0.7 1.9 2.7 9.6 [53]
exp. 9.7 2.3 > 1.0 5.0 − [75]

Table 2.11: Comparison among experimental and calculated vibrational couplings.
All values are given in cm−1.



Chapter 3

Electronic absorption and

�uorescence spectroscopy

This Chapter deals with the modelling of environment e�ects on electronic absorp-

tion and �uorescence spectroscopy, of molecular probes in apolar, polar and protic

solvents (Section 3.1), in membrane (Section 3.2) and intercalated in nucleic acids

(Section 3.3).

3.1 Molecular probes in apolar, polar and protic

solvents

This Section deals with the modelling of environment e�ects on electronic absorption

and �uorescence spectroscopy of solvated molecular probes.

Although the environment e�ects in solvated systems are commonly described as

simple univocal indices, they actually re�ect extremely complex phenomena involv-

ing many di�erent intermolecular interactions and are a�ected by coupled dynamical

processes of both the molecular probe and the solvent [83,84]. This is more evident

in emission spectra in which the solvent e�ects and dynamic, cannot be separated

from the dynamics of the excited molecular probes; in particular, in this process

the excited probe may remain immobilized at a certain location or due to molecular

di�usion it may undergo excursion over a distance within its excited state lifetime,

52
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showing the average properties of the di�usive region. For these reasons, these com-

plex environment e�ects (especially on emission spectra) cannot be described using

simple polarity scales [84].

Our aim is to model the absorption and �uorescence properties of solvated �uo-

rescent probes using a TD-DFT approach, combined with three alternative families

of methods: (i) PCM (see Subsection 1.1.1), (ii) QM/MM-Pol (see Subsection 1.1.2)

and (iii) a �super-molecular� approach, where both the solute and some neighbouring

solvent molecules are explicitly included in the QM calculations.

These methods have been applied to the study of a set of �uorescent probes,

namely, 4-aminophthalimide (4-AP), 6-Propionyl-2-dimethylaminonaphthalene (PRO-

DAN) and a recently synthesized PRODAN analogue 7-diethylamino-9,9-dimethyl-

9H-�uorene-2-carbaldehyde (FR0). Their structures are shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Graphical representation of the three investigated �uorescent probes

The sensitivity of these molecular probes to even small changes in the local

environment polarity is mainly due to their charge-transfer (CT) character [85, 86];

i.e. electronic transitions can be rationalized in terms of an intermolecular charge

transfer from a donor part to an acceptor part of the same molecule, with a large

change in the dipole moment between the two states. If the �uorescent probe also

presents HB sites, it shows a greater sensitivity, in the spectroscopic molecular

response, to the properties and dynamics of the HB solvent [87, 88], in addition to

polarity. Moreover, femtosecond-resolved �uorescence Stokes shifts have shown that

the charge transfer in a HB environment is assisted by collective solvent interactions
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and delocalization of charges through the solvent network [89]; the possibility for a

CT excited state to activate HB networks can give rise to new deactivation channels,

mostly of nonradiative nature, which can largely reduce the �uorescence quantum

yield and eventually lead to its complete quenching.

3.1.1 Computational Details

All the QM calculations have been performed by using a locally modi�ed version of

the Gaussian 09 package. [66] The ground- (GS) and �rst singlet excited-state (ES)

geometry optimizations and absorption and emission calculations were performed

by means of the (TD)DFT method using the CAM-B3LYP functional [90, 91] and

the 6-311+G(d,p) basis set. The IEF-PCM (see Subsection 1.1.1) has been used to

describe the e�ects of the environment with cavities built as a series of interlocking

spheres centered on atoms with the radii: [45] 1.7 Å for C, 1.9 Å for CH, 2.0 Å for

CHn (n=2, 3), 1.52 Å for O, 1.6 Å for N, and 1.2 Å for H not bonded to C, all mul-

tiplied by a cavity size factor of 1.2. PCM vertical absorption and emission energies

were obtained, by exploiting the corrected linear response (cLR) scheme (see Section

1.2). To analyze the e�ects of HB, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were car-

ried out with two protic solvents (water and methanol). Solute geometries are the

same optimized structures previously used for the absorption and emission calcula-

tions. During all the simulations, the solute geometry was kept �xed. Every solute

was inserted in parallelepiped boxes and solvated with nonpolarizable TIP3P water

molecules [92] and nonpolarizable f99 methanol molecules. [93] All the simulations

were performed using the AMBER9 package where the solute was described with the

general amber force �eld (GAFF). [94] In order to extend the simulations to excited

states and to have a consistent picture for both GS and ES simulations, the elec-

trostatic charges have been calculated with the Merz-Singh-Kollman scheme [95,96]

applied to GS and ES geometry and electronic density, respectively, using the same

level used for the QM calculations. Before each production simulation was started,

the cell size for both adducts was adjusted in a series of minimizations and short

NVT molecular dynamics simulation runs in order to achieve both the correct tem-

perature of the MD bath and the correct density of the solvent molecules �lling the
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simulation box. The �nal box dimensions and the corresponding number of solvent

molecules are collected in Table 3.1.

System Solvent State Box volume
Number of
molecules

4-AP Water S0 31.3 x 28.6 x 25.0 760
S1 30.0 x 29.3 x 25.0 749

PRODAN MeOH S1 35.4 x 34.7 x 30.1 566
Water S1 35.9 x 29.0 x 26.1 916
MeOH S1 39.4 x 34.0 x 29.4 599

FR0 MeOH S1 41.3 x 36.1 x 41.7 948

Table 3.1: Box dimensions in Å, and number of solvent molecules for AP (water and
methanol), PRODAN (water and methanol), FR0 (methanol), all for the excited
state.

The Andersen temperature coupling scheme [97] with a relaxation time of 0.4 ps

was employed. The time step was set to 1 fs. Periodic boundary conditions were

applied, and the particle mesh Ewald method [98] was used to deal with electro-

static forces. Starting from the last obtained equilibrium con�guration, production

runs were performed in the NVT ensemble for a total simulation time of 2 ns.

Mean residence times have been calculated according to the Garcia and Stiller algo-

rithm. [99] The exponential survival function was obtained as the average of 20000

con�gurations, that is, every 0.1 ps. Con�gurations were saved every picosecond

for subsequent QM and QM/MM-Pol calculations (see Section 1.1.2). New sets

of partial atomic charges and distributed polarizabilities were derived and used in

the QM/MM-Pol calculations (see Table 3.2 and 3.3). In particular, the distributed

atomic dipole-dipole polarizabilities were calculated using the LoProp [100] approach

as implemented in the Molcas [101] program, whereas the atomic charges were �tted

to the electrostatic potential following the ESP method implemented in the GAUS-

SIAN package. For a more detailed discussion, see ref [95]. The calculations were

performed at B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level. The ground- and excited-state geometry

optimizations of aromatic dimers were calculated with the (TD)DFT method using

the M06-2X functional [67] with the 6-311+G(d,p) basis set. In all cases absorption

and emission energies were computed with CAM-B3LYP.
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q α

O -0.64 5.74
H 0.32 2.31

Table 3.2: Charges (in a.u.) and polarizabilities (in a.u.3) for water calculated at
B3LYP/aug-ccpVTZ level.

q α

C (CH3) 0.24 6.88
H (CH3) -0.03 1.98
H (CH3) 0.04 2.12
H (CH3) -0.03 1.98
O (OH) -0.60 5.80
H (OH) 0.37 1.80

Table 3.3: Charges (in a.u.) and polarizabilities (in a.u.3) for methanol calculated
at B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level.

3.1.2 Molecular �uorescent probes

Molecular probes are particular molecules speci�cally chosen so that their response

to even minimal changes in the local environment is large. Such sensitivity is mainly

due to their intramolecular charge-transfer (CT) character, i.e. they are systems

where the electronic transitions can be described in terms of an intramolecular charge

transfer from a donor part to an acceptor part of the molecule, with a large change

in dipole moment between the two states.

This structural modi�cation gives an important charge transfer character to the

systems, which generally also show the ability to respond to small perturbations pro-

duced by intermolecular interactions giving changes of �uorescence properties and to

produce an easily detectable high-intensity signal, which is determined by relatively

high molar extinction coe�cient and �uorescence quantum yield. In particular, in

the ACDAN molecular probe and its analogues, the presence of an electron-donor

dimethylamino group and an electron-accepting carbonyl group, on opposite sides of

the naphthalene core, is responsible for the CT character of these �uorophores. [85]

In isotropic solvents they exhibit a �uorescence emission which changes with the

polarity of the environment: it shifts from about 430 nm to about 530 nm in going

from cyclohexane to water. [88,102,103] Moreover, the presence of HB sites in a �uo-
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rescent probe introduces additional changes in the spectroscopic molecular response

in protic solvents and a greater sensitivity to the HB properties and dynamics of

the solvent, [87, 88,104] in addition to polarity.

When used to probe membrane environments, they are also greatly a�ected

by phase changes; remarkable variations in the �uorescence spectrum have been

observed experimentally, in particular when going from liquid crystalline phase to

gel phase. Changes of membrane composition are also relevant.

The molecular �uorescent probes investigated in this research work are part of

this family. In the following Subsection we summarized the experimental properties

of the molecular �uorescent probes investigated in this thesis.

3.1.2.1 PRODAN

PRODAN was �rst molecule synthesized, in 1979 by Weber and Farris [102], as a

probe of solvent polarity: to this scope they sought to impose polarity dependence

on the emission of the molecule by maximizing the distance between the electron

donor (dimethylamino) and electron acceptor (carbonyl) groups on the naphthalene

sca�old. The e�ect of polar solvents on its absorption and, more e�ectively, on

its �uorescence spectra is large, leading to signi�cant shifts of the main bands.

This property has lead many investigators to use PRODAN as a probe of local

solvent polarity in micro-heterogeneous macromolecular systems. In particular, the

probe has been largely employed to investigate the nature and transitions of natural,

synthetic, and bio-mimetic lipid membranes. [105�113] The excited-state kinetics

of PRODAN are complex, and the origins of its solvatochromic nature are still on

debate in the literature. In particular, a long-term controversy is whether PRODAN

�uorescence occurs from a planar or from a twisted state. [114�116]

3.1.2.2 4-AP

The so called AP-based probes represent a large class of derivatives of the aminoph-

thalimide (AP), di�erently substituted in the aromatic core and/or in the amino

groups by short/long aliphatic moieties, with or without terminal polar functional

groups (e.g.: COOR, NR2, etc.) at the end of the tails. In particular, 4-AP and
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4-DAP (the analogous of 4-AP with a dimethyl-ammine substituent) molecules are

attractive candidates for probing the local properties of both homogeneous and het-

erogeneous media. [117, 118] The large versatility of 4-AP system is due to the fact

that it emits from an intramolecular CT state. [119] Its �uorescent maximum is

sensitive to both solvent polarity and to speci�c interactions of HB solvents such as

alcohols and water. [120] Moreover, 4-AP is highly �uorescent in non polar and polar

media and poorly �uorescent in protic media. The quantum yield remains more or

less constant in non polar and polar solvents (70% in dioxane) [120] but a drastic

fall is observed in protic solvents (1% in water). The lifetime of the emitting state is

quite long-lived in aprotic solvents (14-15 ns), [120] whereas it is signi�cantly short-

ened in protic media (1 ns in water). [121] Thanks to the above mentioned �uorescent

response properties, AP-based systems were employed as probe molecules for inves-

tigating various types of environments: (i) homogeneous;, (ii) micro heterogeneous

composed by cyclodestrines, [120] micelles [121,122] and polymer matrices [123] and

(iii) binary solvent mixtures. [124�126]

3.1.2.3 FR0

This molecular probe has been recently synthesized as a �uorene derivative of PRO-

DAN. [127] Its spectroscopic studies show that compared to PRODAN, FR0 exhibits

a 2-fold larger solvatochromism and absorption coe�cient, a manifold larger two-

photon absorption cross section, red-shifted absorption and emission, and higher

photo-stability. FR dyes exhibit �uorescence quantum yields (QY) in the range of

70-90% in a large dielectric range, which are comparable to those of PRODAN and

are structurally similar to the 2-amino-7-nitro-�uorenes, [128] which also show high

sensibility to solvent e�ects (both bulk and speci�c).

3.1.3 Results and Discussion

To proceed in the following investigation of the molecular properties of the inves-

tigated probes, a preliminary conformational analysis is necessary. For symmetry

reasons 4-AP possess only a conformation, whereas PRODAN and FR0 (shown in

their cf.1 state in Figure 3.1) have another accessible conformational state (cf.2,
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with the C=O group �ipped 180° with respect to the aromatic plane) in both their

ground and excited states. Our calculations show that PRODAN and FR0 cf.1 are

slightly more stable than the corresponding cf.2 (about 0.4 kcal/mol in water for

PRODAN and about 0.2 in methanol for FR0) at the GS. In the following analysis

the focus will therefore be focused on cf.1, but checks on possible speci�cities due

to the presence of the other conformer were taken into account.

3.1.3.1 Nature of Ground and Excited States

The pronounced solvatochromism of molecules characterized by donor and acceptor

groups connected through conjugated p-bonds is mainly due to a net change in the

charge distribution (see Figure 3.2) moving from the electronically ground to the

excited state. [85,86]
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Figure 3.2: Calculated excited state dipole moment orientations and ESP charge
changes (Dq) on selected atoms (or group of atoms) going from ground to excited
state for 4-AP (up), PRODAN (middle) and FR0 (below). The labelling of atoms
is reported in the molecular structures shown on the left.

Such a charge transfer is quanti�ed in terms of a large change in dipole moment

in the excited states. Table 3.4 collects experimentally determined ground-state

dipole moments and the ground-to-excited changes, [102, 103, 116, 127, 129�137] to-

gether with the results calculated in the present work. Calculated (TD)DFT values

for 4-AP are in good agreement with experiments [132�134] when gas-phase data

are considered; this is what one should expect as the experimental data are gener-

ally extrapolated at zero polarity. As far as PRODAN is concerned, a more delicate

analysis is required as a long-term controversy is whether PRODAN �uorescence oc-

curs from a planar or from a twisted state. [129�131] Abelt and co-workers [115,116]
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investigated the photophysical properties of several PRODAN derivatives, where

the dialkylamino group is constrained to be planar or perpendicular with the naph-

thalene ring, by means of experimental solvatochromism studies. They found that

constrained planar analogues behave just like PRODAN, while twisted analogues

behave very di�erently, and, in addition, they have a pyramidal amino group rather

than one that is planar. All this considered, they concluded that PRODAN emis-

sion is from a planar intramolecular charge-transfer state. This conclusion is further

con�rmed here on the basis of values reported in Table 3.4 for the variation of the

dipole moment.

calcd exptl
gas phase polar solvent

4-AP
µGS
∆µ

5.3
4.5

7.0
8.0

3-4 [132�134]
3-5 [132�134]

PRODAN
µGS
∆µ

6.0
8.5

4.6
9.2

3 [137];5 [103,135,136]
5 [135];7 [103];8 [137];13 [136];20 [102]

FR0
µGS
∆µ

6.8
7.3

9.1
13.5

-
14 [127]

Table 3.4: Experimental and calculated ground-state dipole moments (µGS) and
transition dipole moments (∆µ), in gas phase and in a polar solvent using PCM.
The calculated value are determined using several methods. All values are in Debye.

Contrary to what originally reported by Weber and Farris [102] who found a large

(20 D) variation of the dipole moment upon excitation, the successive experimental

analyses have shown that the variation of the dipole of PRODAN is in line with

other CT systems, being in the range 4-9 D. Indeed a trivial error in the equation

used by Weber and Farris was recognized by Balter et al., [137] who corrected

the dipole variation to only 8 D from an analysis of solvatochromic data in some

selected solvents. The calculated (TD)DFT values (4.6-9.3 D) are in agreement

with these most recent experimental data, and they show that a planar ES state

structure indeed provides a reliable description of the excited-state dipole moment of

PRODAN in both apolar and polar environments. As far as the recently synthesized

FR0 system is concerned, the value of the ground-to-excited-state change of dipole

moment, Dm(ES-GS), determined by et al. [127] is in very good agreement with that

calculated at the (TD)DFT level in polar solvent. In conclusion, the selected QM
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level of calculation [(TD)-CAM-B3LYP] seems to correctly reproduce the electronic

and geometrical changes following the excitation for all the three molecules. This

makes us con�dent that a similar reliability of such a method also applies to the

analysis of solvent-induced changes.

3.1.3.2 Structural changes

In the three graphs we report the changes in the distance (d) during the excitation,

for selected bond lengths of the molecular probes investigated. Generally, from the

structural point of view, the charge transfer (CT) process leads to the following

consequences:

1. the �hot-spots� (most sensitive part) of the molecule, involving the donor (D)

and the acceptor (A) groups, exhibit the typical changes for the CT process:

the d(C=O) increases during the CT process, while both the d(N-C) and d(C-

CO) decrease.

2. when moving from 4-AP to FR0 the distance between D and A increases and,

consequently, the involvement of the aromatic carbons considerably increases,

clearly indicating that the charge �ux is not completely localized on the two

extremes but it also involves the whole conjugation path.

3. as commonly found, the d di�erences obtained in the gas-phase are smaller

that those found in the polar environment, especially for what concerns the

most polar part of the structures.

In the three graphs of Figure 3.2 we report the di�erences in the electrostatic

potential derived (ESP) charges between excited and ground state, in gas-phase and

in polar solvents (ACN for 4-AP and DMSO for PRODAN and FR0). Positive and

negative values represent the decrease and increase of the electronic charge density

at the atoms (or group of atoms) during the electronic excitation, respectively.

As expected, the largest di�erences in the ESP charge changes (Dq) were found

for both donor (NH2, NMe2 and NEt2) and acceptor (C=O) groups, with Dq in

polar solvent (gas-phase) being in the range 0.14ö0.21 a.u. (0.09ö0.18 a.u.) and
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Figure 3.3: Distance changes (d) on selected bonds going from ground to excited
state for 4-AP (up), PRODAN (middle) and FR0 (below). The geometries were
calculated at the CAM-B3LYP/6-311+g(d,p) level in both the gas-phase and the
polar solvent: water for 4-AP and PRODAN, while MeOH for FR0. The labelling
of atoms is reported in the molecular structures shown on the right.
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-0.26ö-0.34 a.u. (-0.10ö-0.25 a.u.), respectively. However, the graphs show that

also carbons of the aromatic core considerably change their charges upon excitation:

this is a clear indication that the charge �ux is not completely localized on the two

extremes but it also involves the whole conjugation path. The results obtained by

the analysis of ESP charges con�rm the charge transfer nature of the excitation for

all the probes: this character is also corroborated by the consequent modi�cation

of the probes' structures (e.g bond lengths, see Figure 3.3). All this puts in evi-

dence the most solvent-sensitive parts (which could be de�ned as the �hot-spots� for

the CT process, and consequently for the solvent e�ect on the associated electronic

transitions) of the �uorescent probes. In particular, this electronic/structural infor-

mation will turn out to be extremely important for the understanding of the role of

speci�c interactions (such as hydrogen bonding, aggregation, etc.), as discussed in

details below.

3.1.3.3 Analysis of the Experimental Data

Before moving to the results, it is necessary to make a preliminary analysis on the

use of available experimental data. As gas-phase data are usually di�cult to be

experimentally determined, it is necessary to introduce as reference the most �inert�

apolar solvent among those measured. Here the term inert means that the selected

solvent, besides being apolar, should not present any speci�c interaction with the

solute and should also allow a good solubility. For PRODAN and FR0, the most

standard apolar solvent, namely hexane, seems not a good choice. Both molecular

probes show in fact a very low quantum yield in hexane and an unexpected blue

shift with respect to other apolar solvents (with respect to dioxane and toluene 0.2-

0.4 eV blue shifts are observed in the �uorescence). These shifts indicate possible

aggregation e�ects due to the high polar character of the probes and their low

solubility in hydrocarbon solvents. [138] If now we assume that this e�ect is active

also in PRODAN when dissolved in hexane, we can relate the blue shift observed

in the �uorescence to the formation of dimers in the excited state reasonably stable

in the low polar hexane. To test such a hypothesis we have considered a PRODAN

dimer assuming a stacked structure with an antiparallel arrangement. The �nal
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optimized structure for the excited state is shown in Figure 3.4. The calculated shift

in the dimer �uorescence with respect to the monomer value is 0.16 eV toward the

blue, whereas the shift derived from the di�erence in �uorescence maxima measured

in hexane and in dioxane or in toluene is ca. 0.2 eV. As it can be seen from this

comparison, the aggregation e�ects correctly reproduce the experimentally observed

blue shift, and they con�rm that hexane cannot be considered as an inert solvent.

For PRODAN and FR0 probes, we have thus selected dioxane as inert reference

solvent.

Figure 3.4: Structure of the antiparallel dimer of PRODAN in its side (left) and top
(right) views.

3.1.3.4 A Purely Continuum Description

In Table 3.5 we report a comparison between experimental and calculated solvent

induced shifts on absorption and emission energies and Stokes shifts (SS) of the

three probes. The comparison is split into a dpol shift obtained moving from apolar

(hexane for 4-AP, dioxane for PRODAN and FR0) to polar solvent (acetonitrile

for 4-AP and dimethylsulfoxide for PRODAN and FR0) and a further dHB shift

obtained moving from the polar solvent to an HB one (methanol and water for 4-

AP and PRODAN and methanol for FR0). All calculated results refer to the PCM

method.

For all probes the continuum description gives very accurate estimates of the

polarity-induced dpol shift for both absorption and �uorescence energies and SS. The

good general agreement found for dpol shifts is an important result. It in fact shows

that nonelectrostatic e�ects (mostly due to dispersion and repulsion interactions

between solute and solvent) which are not included in the PCM are either not

important in these systems or (more probably) quite insensitive to the solvent; thus,
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they cancel out when solvent-solvent shifts are considered. On the contrary, large

discrepancies are observed on dHB for all the probes: this is reasonably expected for

continuum models, which do not accurately account for strong local e�ects as those

induced by H-bonds. It is, however, important to note that dHB is quite di�erent

for absorption and �uorescence processes; indeed for �uorescence it is large for all

probes (0.2-0.4 eV) while for absorption it is really relevant only for 4-AP (0.12-0.13

eV). These �ndings show an important speci�city of 4-AP with respect to the other

probes, namely, its capacity to establish strong H-bond already at the electronic

ground state. As a result of the unsatisfactory description of H-bonding e�ects on

absorption/emission energies, the PCM-calculated SS are largely underestimated for

all probes in all protic solvents. These behaviours will be further discussed in the

following Subsection where H-bonding e�ects will be analyzed combining di�erent

computational strategies.

4-AP PRODAN FR0

dpol dHB dpol dHB dpol dHB

MeOH water MeOH water MeOH

Abs
exptl

calcd

-0.19

-0.15

-0.12

0.00

-0.13

-0.01

-0.11

-0.05

-0.06

0.00

-0.01

-0.01

-0.03

-0.07

-0.02

0.00

Flu
exptl

calcd

-0.52

-0.41

-0.31

-0.00

-0.40

-0.03

-0.25

-0.22

-0.22

0.00

-0.30

-0.02

-0.38

-0.35

-0.20

0.00

SS
exptl

calcd

2725

2115

1534

26

2192

183

1161

1339

1257

15

2310

115

2804

2308

1485

20

Table 3.5: Comparison between Experimental and PCM Solvent-Induced Shifts on
Absorption (Abs) & Emission (Flu) Energies (in eV) and Stokes Shift (SS, in cm−1)
of the investigated probes. dpol indicates the shift moving from hexane to ace-
tonitrile for 4-AP and from dioxane to dimethylsulfoxide for PRODAN and FR0.
Experimental data are taken from ref. [124] for 4-AP and ref [127] for PRODAN
and FR0.

3.1.3.5 Hydrogen Bonding and Other Structuring E�ects

One of the most important questions to clarify is if the solvent molecules are able

to make stable clusters that modify the optical properties of the solute. Such an

analysis is made possible by using a classical MD simulation of each molecular

system in the corresponding protic solvent (in water and in methanol solution, for

both ground and excited states of 4-AP, in water for excited-state PRODAN, and in
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methanol for excited-state FR0). In Figure 3.5 the 3D-radial distribution functions

are shown for 4-AP in water in its ground (top left) and excited (top right) state

and for excited states of PRODAN (bottom left) in water and of FR0 in methanol

(bottom right).

Figure 3.5: 3-D radial distribution functions solute-H(solvent) for 4-AP in water for
the ground and excited states (GS and ES, respectively) and for the excited state
of PRODAN in water and FR0 in MeOH.

Let us �rst focus the MD analysis on the 4-AP. As expected by the CT character

of the excited state, the coordination number of each carbonyl group increases from

1.1 to 1.5 in water upon excitation. If we now consider the complete HB sensitive

part of the molecule, the number of solvent molecules increases from 5 to 7 upon ex-

citation. In parallel, the mean residence time (t) at the carbonyl groups is increased

from 10 to 20 ps. The change in the t is even more important in the methanol

solution, where the molecules remain 92 ps in the �rst solvation shell for the excited

state. It is also worth noting that the O(AP)-H(solvent) distance for the excited

state is smaller than the usual H-bonding distance (1.65 Å for both methanol and

water solutions). All these data lead us to characterize the H-bond interactions in

the excited 4-AP as a situation in between a standard H-bond and a real covalent

bond.

Moving to PRODAN and FR0, the HB sensitive sites reduce to the carbonyl

groups only. The corresponding coordination numbers are 1.4 (with 24 ps residence
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time) and 2.2 (and 103 ps) for PRODAN in water and FR0 in methanol, respectively.

The methanol molecules around the solute form a much more rigid structure than the

water ones, which, being smaller, have a larger motion freedom than the methanol.

Combining the previous PCM results and this MD analysis, the �nal picture that

comes out for all the probes dissolved in protic solvents is the formation of strongly

interacting excited solute-solvent aggregates. These supramolecular systems can be

simulated using di�erent strategies. Either one extracts a statistically meaningful

sample of solute-solvent con�gurations from MD trajectories and uses them to sim-

ulate the process of interest, or one assumes that the interactions between the solute

and the �rst-shell solvent molecules are so strong and so persistent in time that they

really constitute a stable supermolecular system which can be characterized exactly

as a real molecular system including its geometry which is obtained through a full

QM optimization (see Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.6: Structures of supermolecular systems of 4-AP (both in its ground and
excited state) and PRODAN and FR0 (both in their excited states) obtained from
QM optimizations of the solute surrounded by explicit HB solvent molecules.

Let us start the analysis of the two strategies with 4-AP. As said before for this

probe both the absorption and the emission processes are signi�cantly a�ected by

H-bonds, and therefore MD simulations have been repeated for the two electronic

states and the QM supermolecules have been calculated both in the ground and in

the excited state. In Figure 3.7a we report the dHB values for both absorption and
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�uorescence in water obtained with the di�erent solvation approaches and, in Figure

3.7b, the corresponding shifts on SS. Here the PCM values refer to those reported

in Table 3.5.

Figure 3.7: Calculated and experimental (a) absorption and emission dHB and (b)
dSS for 4-AP moving from the polar solvent to water; (c) emission dHB and (d) dSS
for PRODAN and FR0 moving from the polar solvent to the protic one (water for
PRODAN and methanol for FR0). dHB values are in eV and dSS in cm−1. The labels
�+nmol� and �PCM+nmol� refer to values obtained on the QM supermolecules
shown in Figure 4.

We note that two di�erent supermolecule schemes have been tested. One (in-

dicated as +nmol in the graphs) considers only H-bond e�ects, and therefore the

optimization of the cluster as well as the following absorption and �uorescence cal-

culations have been performed in the gas phase while another (PCM+nmol) also

includes the e�ects due to the rest of the solvent beyond the �rst solvation shell by

embedding the cluster in a PCM solvent; in this second scheme both the geome-

try optimization of the cluster and the absorption and �uorescence processes have

been calculated including PCM e�ects. Also in the case of MD-derived clusters two

di�erent schemes have been tested. In the �rst scheme we have selected 100 con�gu-

rations and introduced a cuto� of 12 and 14 Å for water and methanol, respectively,
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and on the resulting aggregates we have applied a QM description for the probe and

a polarizable MM for all the solvent molecules. The resulting average is indicated as

〈MD +MMpol〉 in the graphs. The second scheme still uses the same MD-derived

con�gurations, but it introduces a shorter cuto� (2.2 Å) and the resulting by far

smaller clusters are described using a QM level for both the probe and the solvent

molecules whereas the rest of the solvent is substituted by PCM. The resulting av-

erage is indicated as 〈MD + PCM〉. Due to the much larger computational cost of

this second approach, the average has been limited to 20 con�gurations. The �rst

important result which comes out is that both descriptions based on only mean-�eld

e�ects (PCM) or only H-bonds (+nmol) poorly reproduce the measured shifts. Only

in the case of absorption, H-bond e�ects seem to be dominant and +nmol results

are in su�cient agreement with experiments, but this is not true for emission for

which pure H-bond e�ects catch only a minor percentage of the full shift. As a result

of this asymmetry in the two processes, the shift on SS is wrong both qualitatively

and quantitatively. By adding the e�ects of the rest of the solvent molecules with

a PCM approach, the picture changes drastically: the shift on emission is correctly

reproduced whereas some discrepancies remain for the absorption process for which

PCM+nmol overestimates the shift, and, as a result, the shift on SS is underesti-

mated. The overestimation in the shift for the absorption process seems to show that

a single PCM-QM cluster is not representative of the more dynamic behavior of the

solvent molecules around the ground-state solute. This hypothesis is con�rmed by

the accurate picture obtained with MD-derived solute-solvent con�gurations treated

at the QM/MM-Pol level of description. In this case, both the absorption and the

emission processes and the �nal SS are correctly reproduced. Finally, it is worth

remarking that the di�erent behaviours of the various solvation models for absorp-

tion and �uorescence energies have to be seen as due to quite di�erent solvation

dynamics for the ground and the excited state. While for excited state, all models

are equally accurate in reproducing the observed dHB shift, this is not true for ab-

sorption. In other words, this can be expressed saying that the H-bonding e�ects

on the excited state are so strong and so persistent in time that we are exactly

in the limiting case where the static picture kept by PCM+nmol and the dynamic
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one kept by 〈MD +MMpol〉 coincide. For the 4-AP in the ground state instead,

H-bond e�ects are weaker and their description requires a real dynamic approach.

The computational analysis can go even further in investigating the role of H-

bonding e�ects. It can, for example, dissect the behavior of the various sensitive

sites of 4-AP and verify if they are additive. To reach this goal, we have considered

the dimethylamino version of the AP probe (DAP). Due to the methyl substitution,

DAP presents a lower capacity to attract water molecules with respect to 4-AP, and,

if H-bonding e�ects are additive, it should have a smaller dHB for both absorption

and emission. Indeed this is not the case as the measured dHB is around 0.15 eV for

absorption and 0.3 eV for emission in both 4-AP and DAP. To have a de�nitive proof

that this experimental observation is an indication of the dominant role played by

H-bonds with carbonyl oxygen atoms, we have determined a new QM supermolecule,

constituted by excitedstate DAP and �ve water molecules.

The structure we have considered is parallel to the one used for 4-AP (see Fig-

ure 3.6) but without the two further water molecules H-bonded to NH2 group. In

addition, we have included the e�ect of the rest of the water molecules using PCM.

The dHB calculated for DAP supermolecule moving from acetonitrile to water is in

very good agreement with experiments (0.31 eV), and this con�rms what suggested

by the experimental observation, i.e., the dominant role played by carbonyl oxygens

in the interaction with water molecules. Moving to PRODAN and FR0, in Figure

3.7c-d we report exactly the same analysis shown for 4-AP, but this time only emis-

sion (c) and SS values (d) are reported as for absorption dHB is negligible. As can

be seen from the graphs, the description based on only H-bond e�ects (+2 mol) is

not only quantitatively insu�cient but also qualitatively wrong as it leads to a blue

shift instead of a red shift in the emission energies. This results show that the dHB

shift is the result of a balanced combination of speci�c H-bonds and longer-range

e�ects. This is further con�rmed by the good results obtained with any of the three

approaches including the e�ect of the solvent outer shells. More in detail, the PCM-

solvated QM clusters (PCM+2 mol) correctly reproduce the observed behaviours,

but they slightly underestimate the shift for FR0 and more signi�cantly for PRO-

DAN; as a result, the shifts on SS are too low for both probes. On the contrary, the
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two MD-derived approaches (both PCM and MM-Pol) give a very good description

for both probes, with PRODAN still presenting a small underestimation. Indeed

the real physics beyond the large solvatochromism of PRODAN �uorescence and its

speci�c sensitivity to H-bonding environments is a still open and very challenging

problem as we have commented in the previous Subsection where we have summa-

rized the debate on the possibility of twisted emitting species. However, from our

study some conclusions can be derived. First of all, a twisted structure seems to

be excluded in any solvent (either apolar, polar, or protic): for both apolar (but

still inert) and polar solvents a PCM-like picture of a planar emitting system well

reproduces the solvatochromism both in the absorption and in the emission process

as well as correctly reproducing the high Stokes shifts. Moreover, speci�c e�ects

due to solvent molecules which present a clear structured distribution around the

excited state have shown to be fundamental to describe the additional shift observed

in protic solvents. Once that is clari�ed, however, some further minor but not neg-

ligible e�ects are still missing in order to completely simulate the solvatochromism

of PRODAN. Here we try to suggest two possible mechanisms that could be active

in the excited state of PRODAN.

The �rst possible mechanism has been proposed by Rowe et al. [87] for PRO-

DAN based on a multivariate photokinetic analysis, and it suggests that excitation

increases the probability of the carbonyl oxygen protonation in protic solvents. To

verify if this hypothesis can indeed explain the large dHB, we have calculated the opti-

mal geometry of possible protonated species, the PRODAN itself and the PRODAN

with two H-bonded water molecules. For both structures we have calculated the

emission energies: the resulting dHB shifts are very similar for the two species, and

they are both ca. -0.5 eV. This value is clearly a large overestimation of the observed

-0.3 eV but still indicates that e�ects due to strong H-bonds which eventually result

in labile protonated species are in qualitative agreement with the experimental �nd-

ings. Another possible mechanism that we propose here involves a conformational

change induced by excitation. In a recent study [139] on a di�erent probe, acetyl

anthracene, we have shown the possibility for an isomerization, due to rotation of

the carbonyl group, upon excitation. If we now assume that the same mechanism
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can be possible for PRODAN especially when dissolved in H-bonding solvents, we

can verify if the emission properties of the second possible conformer (cf.2) can ex-

plain the missing contribution to the observed dHB. To do that we have determined

the optimal geometry of the excited-state conformer obtained by a 180° rotation of

the carbonyl group with respect to the aromatic plane and calculated the resulting

emission energy. Such an analysis has been repeated for both the PRODAN and

the PRODAN H-bonded to two water molecules; in both cases, bulk e�ects due to

a PCM solvent have been introduced. The resulting structures present a larger sta-

bility than the corresponding ones obtained for cf.1 and an additional �uorescence

dHB shift of -0.05 eV. This additional red shift if summed to the dHB found for the

〈MD +MMpol〉 model applied to cf.1 leads to a �nal HB shift of -0.29 eV, in very

close agreement with the experimental -0.3 eV shift measured in water. This anal-

ysis is certainly incomplete as calculations of transition barriers as well real of the

photochemical reaction path should be performed, but it is a promising hypothesis

to explain the additional red shift in the PRODAN �uorescence in protic solvents.

We �nally note that assuming a similar isomerization e�ect for FR0 in methanol

does not lead to any signi�cant change: emission energies for cf.2 in fact di�er from

those obtained for cf.1 by less than 0.02 eV.

3.1.3.6 Quantum Yield and Quenching E�ects

All the systems here studied present high absorption coe�cient and high (in the

range of 60-90%) �uorescence quantum yield (QY) for most of the solvents. However,

all of them show a net decrease of their QY with protic solvents (and more speci�cally

with water): 2% in 4-AP, 12% in PRODAN, and 3% in FR0. Moreover, a strong

decrease of QY is also observed for PRODAN and FR0 in hexane (2% in PRODAN

and 11% in FR0). The explanations for these behaviours may be di�erent. In the

previous Subsections we have already presented and discussed aggregation e�ects

that can be active for PRODAN (and FR0) in very low polar solvents such as hexane.

There we have used these aggregation e�ects to explain the unexpected blue shift

of �uorescence found in hexane with respect to other low polar solvents. The same

e�ects can be used here to explain the strong reduction of QY in this solvent: in
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fact aggregation induces excitonic splittings that lead to low-lying dark states not

present on the monomeric species. Such states can thus represent possible new decay

channels as they can lose their excitation energy in a nonradiative way, for example,

due to transfers to the environment. More di�cult is instead the analysis of the

reduction of QY due to protic solvents (and in particular water) which is common to

all the three studied probes. Yuan and Brown [140] attributed the observed decrease

in the QY of two 4-aminonaphthalimides derivatives in aqueous ethanol (relative to

ethanol) to the quenching by the water molecules. According to this model, a cluster

of some seven or eight water molecules is required to e�ect the quenching, possibly

corresponding to the excitation of one quantum of a stretching mode in each water

molecule. Harju et al. [141] and Mukherjee et al. [124] suggested that the abrupt

decrease in the QY of 4-AP in protic solvents was due to the reduction in the ES-

GS energy gap in the proton-transferred species. Also Noukakis and Suppan [142]

focused their attention on the protonation degree of the carbonyl group(s) in the

excited CT state of AP. The analysis reported in the previous Subsection con�rms

the fundamental role played by strong HB interactions in the excited state of 4-AP

which gives rise to stable large clusters. In particular clusters including up to seven

H-bonded water molecules are required to get the correct shift in the �uorescence.

This picture can also be used here as an indirect con�rmation of the experimentally

suggested hypothesis that H-bonds e�ects are the responsible for the reduction of

�uorescence in water (and other protic solvents).

Moving to PRODAN, recently Moyano et al. [143, 144] have used spectroscopic

techniques and cyclic voltammetry to show that in water, it self-aggregates due to its

low solubility. They have also shown that PRODAN molar extinction coe�cient for

the charge-transfer electronic absorption band diminishes dramatically in water upon

increasing the concentration, which suggests that the intramolecular charge-transfer

process is inhibited by aggregation. The results we have previously discussed for

PRODAN dimer in hexane can be reconsidered here to support such an hypothesis;

as said before the aggregation gives rise to low-lying dark excited states which can

allow additional nonradiative decay channels not available when PRODAN is not

aggregated. This is the quenching mechanism in H-aggregates made of homodimers.
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Unfortunately, speci�c studies on the QY properties of FR0 are not available,

but the similarity with PRODAN reported in the reference paper by Kucherak et

al. [127] for hexane seems to indicate that what we have found for PRODAN with

the dimeric study can be valid also for this analogue probe.

3.2 Molecular probes in membranes

This Section deal with the modelling of environment e�ects on absorption and �u-

orescence properties on molecular probes in a membrane environment.

Membranes are inhomogeneous environments, which can be described as di�use

boundaries within which molecular probes are subjected to di�erent interactions

than when they are immersed in a bulk phase. Although they have lengths of few

nanometers, membranes are of fundamental importance and govern several chemical

and biological processes. [145] Despite that, a microscopic explanation of the e�ects

biological membranes have on the photo-physical properties of molecular probes is

still lacking. Furthermore, the experimental results currently available are limited,

due to di�culties in distinguishing the response the small membrane volume to

that of the adjacent bulk phases. [146,147] Speci�c spectroscopic techniques, see for

instance ref. [148], have been developed to overcome such limitations.

Molecules inside membranes can experience di�erent e�ects, depending on their

nature (di�erent molecules respond di�erently to the same local environment [149]),

their position in the membrane itself and their orientation. The modi�cation of the

photo-physical properties of the probe is the result of a combination of these e�ects,

and it may be very complicated to separate them when carrying out an experimental

analysis, since simple polarity-scale models are too simplistic for modelling such a

complex environment e�ect. [150,151]

The aim of this chapter is to model the absorption and �uorescence proper-

ties of molecular probes, inside a di�use membrane/interface, using an integrated

computational methodology, complementing the QM/PCM description of electronic

transitions with a recent Molecular Field Theory [152] (MFT) for the calculation of

the orientational-positional distribution function of the probe in the membrane. [152]
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Since both the PCM and the MFT models are based on a continuum approxima-

tion, the molecularity of the solvent is not accounted for; however, the advantage

of such models is that they provide a clear connection between the properties of

the environment and their e�ect on the molecule at an a�ordable computational

cost. In principle, speci�c aspects of solute/solvent interactions, if needed, may be

introduced in this picture by, for instance, including explicit solvent molecules.

In this work, the molecule used as a probe is the 6-acetyl-2-(dimethylamino)naphthalene

(ACDAN), a �uorescent molecule which is also representative of the longer tail ho-

mologues PRODAN and 6-dodecanoyl-2-dimethylamine-naphthalene (LAURDAN).

These molecules are commonly used membrane �uorescent probes [153�158]. The

structures of two conformers for each of them are shown in �gure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Molecular structures of the �uorescent probes ACDAN, PRODAN and
LAURDAN. For each probe two conformers are shown, di�ering for the orientation
of carbonyl oxygens, which points either towards the β (I) or the α (II) naphthalene
position. Acyl chains in the all-trans chain conformation are shown.

3.2.1 Computational details

Electronic states and vertical transitions of the probes in their ground state S0 and

in the �rst excited state S1, in vacuum and in solution, were determined by means

of the (TD)DFT method using the CAM-B3LYP functional [90, 91] and employing

the 6-311+G(d,p) basis set. The CAM-B3LYP functional was chosen for its ability

in treating long-range exchange interactions and therefore in describing states with
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charge-transfer character. The IEF-PCM (see Subsection 1.1.1) has been used to

describe the e�ects of the environment with cavities built as a series of interlocking

spheres centered on atoms with the radii: [45] 1.7 Å for C, 1.9 Å for CH, 2.0 Å

for CHn (n=2, 3), 1.52 Å for O, 1.6 Å for N, and 1.2 Å for H not bonded to C,

all multiplied by a cavity size factor of 1.2. The theoretical apparatus needed to

compute environment e�ects in interfaces and membranes, within IEF-PCM has

been discussed in detail in Subsection 1.1.1. The vertical absorption and emission

energies in solution were obtained, by exploiting the corrected linear response scheme

(see Section 1.2).

ACDAN, which is a commonly used �uorescent probes and is also representative

of Prodan and Laurdan, was chosen because of its negligible dependence on the

length of the acyl chain and for obvious computational reasons. The results we shall

present refer to the probe in conformation I but we checked, on selected points, that

results for the other conformation were not signi�cantly di�erent. The ground and

excited states geometries of the investigated probe were optimized in bulk water and

were kept �xed for all the subsequent calculations.

Here we have used an integrated computational methodology, complementing the

QM/PCM description of electronic transitions with a recent Molecular Field Theory

(MFT), [152] (see appendix B), for the calculation of the orientational-positional

distribution function of the probe in the lipid bilayer. The distribution functions

of the probes, reported in the discussion Subsection, was calculated by Pariso in

Ref. [159]. The membrane used in the study was the dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine

(DPPC) bilayer. At both QM/PCM and MST levels a consistent model of the bilayer

is used, treated as a non-uniform and anisotropic continuum.

3.2.2 Molecular probes in membranes

Since molecular probes bear chromophores which exhibit large changes of their pho-

tophysical characteristics as a function of the local environment, they are extremely

useful to investigate membrane microenvironments. ACDAN, PRODAN and LAU-

RDAN are important examples in this �eld. [153�158]

The �uorescence spectra of ACDAN in lipid bilayers exhibit two bands, cen-
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tered at 440 nm and 490 nm, respectively. [105, 153, 160] In some cases, additional

emission at about 520 nm was found, which was ascribed to dye partitioning in wa-

ter. [161] Remarkable variations were observed on going from the liquid crystalline

to the gel phase, as well as under changes of membrane composition; therefore these

probes were devised as suitable to monitor phase transitions and to assess the lateral

heterogeneity of lipid bilayers. [158] Moreover, they were proposed as reporters of

changes in membrane organization induced by pressure, [153, 162] curvature [163]

and strains, [164] as well as by addition of cholesterol, [105,108,109] local anesthetics

and alcohols. [109,153,161,165] Di�erent explanations were proposed for the spectral

features of the �uorescence emission and, in general, for the results of �uorescence

experiments in membranes; after many studies, there remain controversial issues.

The red-shift is generally believed to re�ect changes in the polarity of the microen-

vironment related to the amount of water accessible to the probe; [105] a crucial

role of the mobility of water and/or lipids was stressed. [106, 153, 165�167] It was

discussed whether the change of polarity should be taken as an indication of lateral

heterogeneity (due to the presence of domains di�ering in physical state and com-

position) [105] or could rather re�ect location of the probe at di�erent depths. [153]

From the in�uence of the chemical structure of phospholipid head-groups and from

the absence of very fast contributions (on the picosecond timescale) to solvent re-

laxation, some authors inferred that water molecules should not be intended as free,

but rather as bound to the lipid headgroups. [112, 157, 168, 169] Another issue con-

cerns hydrogen bonding: [135, 165, 170] it has been argued that a generic dipolar

e�ect is not su�cient to produce �uorescence shifts as large as those observed in

experiments, and the presence of two forms of the probe, H-bonded and non H-

bonded, has been hypothesized, the former of which would be responsible for the

emission at about 490 nm. A major point, to translate spectroscopic data into

physical information on the system, is the location of the probe. [112] After several

solvent relaxation studies and quenching experiments, there is lack of consensus on

the distribution of Prodan and Laurdan in lipid bilayers. [160] Despite the pres-

ence of the same chromophore, di�erences in the behaviour of the two probes were

evidenced by �uorescence [171] and FTIR studies. [161, 172] These were generally
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ascribed to the di�erent position of Prodan and Laurdan, which would be a con-

sequence of the length of their acyl tail. From its stronger perturbation e�ect in

the chain region [172] and its lower sensitivity to the type of polar headgroup, [171]

Laurdan was inferred to reside deeper in the bilayer than Prodan. For the latter

a heterogeneous distribution was proposed, [168] as well as a relocation between

regions more or less rich in water upon changes in the bilayer organization, caused

by phase transition. [153, 154, 161, 171, 172] There is also uncertainty on the nature

of the emissive states. In particular, a long-term controversy is whether Prodan

�uorescence occurs from a planar or from a twisted state. Abelt and coworkers [116]

investigated the photophysical properties of several Prodan derivatives, where the

dialkylamino group is constrained to be planar or perpendicular with respect to the

naphthalene ring, by means of experimental solvatochromism studies. They found

that constrained planar analogues behave just like Prodan, while twisted analogues

behave very di�erently and, in addition, they have a pyramidal, rather than a pla-

nar, amino group. All this considered, they concluded that Prodan emission is from

a planar ICT state. Several QM studies have been also carried out to characterize

the electronic states of Prodan, its structure and spectroscopic behavior in various

solvents. [87,129,130,173]

In the previous Section we have unequivocally shown, with accurate QM ap-

proaches combined with di�erent computational solvation models, that a twisted

excited state is not necessary to explain both the large Stokes shifts and the large

solvatochromism which characterize Prodan (and its analogues), but that a planar

excited state involving a signi�cant rearrangement of the electronic density properly

describes all the speci�c spectroscopic signatures. It was shown that strongly inter-

acting excited solute-solvent clusters are formed due to speci�c e�ects of H-bonding

nature, which, when combined to longer-range solvent e�ects, are responsible for

the signi�cant red-shift found in the �uorescence of Prodan moving from a polar

but aprotic solvent to a protic one. When �uorescent probes are embedded in lipid

bilayers, further complications derive from the heterogeneous nature of the environ-

ment. On a nanometer length-scale there are dramatic changes of polarity, density,

order and mobility, which a�ect the spectroscopic behavior both by determining
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the location and orientation of the probes and by directly in�uencing the electronic

transitions. Recently an extension of the PCM to interfaces (as described in Section

1.1.1) was proposed to take into account the e�ect of the non-uniform dielectric

environment on the electronic states of the probe. Using such an approach, the de-

pendence of the absorption and emission energies of Prodan on its position and ori-

entation across the interface was explored; [131] however, the lack of information on

the probe distribution in membrane precluded direct connection with experimental

observables. Here we propose an integrated computational methodology, comple-

menting the QM/PCM description of electronic transitions with a recent molecular

�eld theory for the free energy of the probe in the lipid bilayer. [152] At both levels

a consistent model of the bilayer is used, treated as a non-uniform and anisotropic

continuum. In this way the molecularity of the solvent is lost; however, there is

the advantage of a clear connection between the properties of the environment and

their e�ects, at an a�ordable computational cost. Speci�c aspects of solute/solvent

interactions, if needed, may also be introduced into this picture in a suitable way.

Here we apply this integrated methodology to ACDAN, PRODAN and LAURDAN

in a model dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) bilayer; theoretical predictions

are compared with literature experimental data in order to explain the observed

spectroscopic signatures of these probes.

3.2.3 Results and Discussion

The Results and Discussion Section is organized in terms of separated Subsections

on (i) QM/PCM �uorescence pro�le, (ii) free energy pro�les and distributions and

(iii) combination of QM/PCM and MFT approaches.

3.2.3.1 Free energy pro�les and distributions

Figure 3.10 shows the water/bilayer transfer free-energy pro�le uW,q(Z) and the

corresponding position distribution function PW,q(Z) calculated for ACDAN and

Prodan in the S0 and S1 states, with Z being the position along the bilayer normal

of the origin of the molecular frame, de�ned as in Figure 3.9. Practically identical

results were obtained for conformers I and II of the probes.
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Figure 3.9: Molecular structure of the I conformer of ACDAN in the ground S0

(top) and excited S1 (bottom) states. The electrostatic potential is mapped on an
isodensity surface (negative to positive from red to blue). Superimposed on each
structure we show the molecular reference frames (dashed lines) and the transition
dipole moments (solid arrows).

The free-energy pro�les exhibit a well about 6-7 kcal mol-1 deep in the region

between 10 and 19 Å from the bilayer midplane, slightly lower for Prodan than

for ACDAN, with some di�erence between the ground and the excited states. The

corresponding position distribution pro�les indicate a preference of the two probes

for locating the center of their naphthalene moiety near the hydrophobic/hydrophilic

interface; vanishing probability in the central region of the bilayer is predicted. The

excited-state distributions are a little narrower than those in the ground state, and

their maximum is slightly shifted toward the polar region, which can be traced back

to electrostatic e�ects. In fact, in agreement with experiment, [135] an increase of

the molecular dipole moment, from about 6 to about 10 D, is predicted upon going

from the ground to the excited state. As shown in Figure 3.9, this corresponds to

an enhancement of the exposed charges on the electron-donor and - acceptor groups
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Figure 3.10: Transfer free energy uW,q(Z) (bottom) and position distribution func-
tion PW,q(Z) (top) calculated for ACDAN (blue line) and Prodan (red line) in the S0

(solid line) and S1 (dashed line) states as a function of the position of the center of
the molecular frame across the lipid bilayer. The coordinate Z = 0 corresponds to
the bilayer midplane; the vertical lines indicate the average position of the carbonyl
and phosphate groups of lipid molecules. Given the symmetry of the system, only
one-half of the bilayer is shown.

in the chromophore.

The analysis of the di�erent contributions to the mean-�eld potential (see Ap-

pendix B), shows that dispersion interactions are the main determinants of the

partitioning of ACDAN and PRODAN in the bilayer; in their absence, the free-

energy pro�le would be nearly �at and would only exhibit an appreciable increase

for insertion of the probes deep in the bilayer core due to the energetic cost as-

sociated with charges buried in the apolar region. Electrostatic interactions are

relatively weak but have a peculiar e�ect by stabilizing positions and orientations

that allow the exposed charges, which are mainly located in the carbonyl and in

the amino groups, to reside close to water. The location of the probes close to the
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hydrophilic/hydrophobic interface is also promoted by a drop in the lateral pres-

sure of the bilayer, [174] which favors the formation of a molecular cavity in this

region. Anisotropic interactions with the acyl chains stabilize orientations of the

long molecular axis nearly parallel to the bilayer normal and insertion in the most

ordered region, with the result of slightly broadening the position distribution of the

probes.

Figure 3.11 shows the orientational probability distribution calculated for the

conformer I of Prodan in its preferred position in the S0 and S1 states. The plots

show a strong anisotropy, with a pronounced tendency of the molecule to keep the

naphthalene plane perpendicular to the bilayer surface.

Figure 3.11: Orientational probability distribution calculated for conformer I of
Prodan in the S0 (top) and S1 (bottom) states, at distances of 13.5 and 15.0 Å from
the bilayer midplane, respectively. b is the angle between the bilayer normal and
the molecular z axis, and g de�nes a rotation around this axis (for g = 0 and 180,
the naphthyl plane is perpendicular to the bilayer surface).

The probe in the ground state preferentially aligns its long axis parallel to the

bilayer normal, with the carbonyl or, to a lesser extent, the dimethylamino group
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pointing toward water. In the S1 state, the perpendicular orientation is stabilized

over the parallel, with the carbonyl either pointing toward water or, with a lower

probability, toward the bilayer core. This can be ascribed to the increased charges

on exposed atoms because the horizontal alignment allows the molecule, as a whole,

to reside in a more polar environment. The orientational distribution of ACDAN

exhibits analogous features, except for an even more pronounced preference for di-

recting the C=O group toward water due to the weaker hydrophobic character of

its acyl end.

We collect in Figure 3.14 the preferred orientations of the chromophore, repre-

sented for ACDAN, as obtained from the analysis just discussed. These orientations

will be henceforth denoted as VU (vertical, C=O up, cos b = 1), VD (vertical,

C=O down, cos b = 1), HU (horizontal, C=O up, cos b = 0 and g = 180), and HD

(horizontal, C=O down, cos b = 0 and g=0).

In the case of Laurdan, the long acyl chain signi�cantly a�ects the interaction

with the lipid bilayer. Figure 3.12 shows the transfer free-energy pro�le uW,q(Z) and

the probability distribution PW,q(Z) in the S0 and S1 states, calculated by averaging

over all conformers.

A free energy well about 11 kcal mol-1 deep is predicted, the lauroyl tail being

responsible for the greater a�nity of this probe for the membrane environment in

comparison to the shorter-chain homologues. The distribution of the chromophore

moiety reaches its maximum at the hydrophobic/hydrophilic interface and is broad-

ened by the contribution of di�erent conformers. A distinction between L-shaped

(like I in Figure 3.14) and elongated conformers (like II in Figure 3.14) emerges from

the conformational analysis, the former being generally stabilized and characterized

by a narrower distribution in the bilayer. As for Prodan and ACDAN, even for Lau-

rdan, the position distribution is predicted to slightly narrow and shift toward the

bilayer surface upon going from the ground to the excited state due to the increase

of exposed charges, which anchor the chromophore to the bilayer head group region.

L-shaped conformers of Laurdan are found to preferentially align the aromatic

plane parallel to the acyl chains, with the long naphthalene axis perpendicular to

the bilayer normal (HU orientation). In this way, they can direct the polar carbonyl
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Figure 3.12: Transfer free energy uW,q(Z) (bottom) and position distribution function
PW,q(Z) (top) calculated for Laurdan in the S0 (solid line) and S1 (dashed line) states
as a function of the position of the center of the molecular frame across the lipid
bilayer. The coordinate Z = 0 corresponds to the bilayer midplane; the vertical
lines indicate the average positions of the carbonyl and phosphate groups of lipid
molecules. Given the symmetry of the system, only one-half of the bilayer is shown.
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group toward the hydrophilic region and bury the apolar tail in the hydrophobic core

of the bilayer. As an example, we show in Figure 3.13 the orientational distribution

calculated for the most stable of the conformers in its ground state, in the most

probable position; a very similar plot was obtained for the excited state.

Figure 3.13: Orientational probability distribution calculated for an L-shaped con-
former of Laurdan in the S1 state at Z = 15.5 Å . b is the angle between the bilayer
normal and the molecular z axis, and g de�nes a rotation around this axis (for g =
0 and 180, the naphthyl plane is perpendicular to the bilayer surface).

More elongated conformers either align their long naphthyl axis roughly parallel

to the bilayer normal (VD orientation), locating their carbonyl below the hydropho-

bic/hydrophilic interface, or tilt to bring it closer to the polar region of the bilayer.

Because neither of these con�gurations optimizes electrostatic and anisotropic in-

teractions at the same time, elongated conformers are found to be destabilized in

the liquid-crystal phase of the bilayer.

Distributions similar to those shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.12, and analogous

changes upon excitation, were recently reported from molecular dynamics simula-

tions of Prodan and Laurdan in a liquid-crystalline DOPC bilayer; [175] there, no

information was extracted on the orientational and conformational distribution of

the probes, probably due to the long simulation times required for a meaningful

sampling of these degrees of freedom.
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3.2.3.2 QM/PCM �uorescence pro�le

In this Subsection we report the �uorescence pro�les obtained for ACDAN using

the QM/PCM approach. The position of the probe was varied through the whole

bilayer half-thickness, while only few orientations of the chromophore were consid-

ered, shown in Figure 3.14, which were selected on the basis of the orientational

distributions of the probes.

In Figure 3.15 we report (line-circles) the �uorescence emission wavelength cal-

culated as a function of the position of the center of the molecular frame across the

lipid bilayer. We can see that the emission is red-shifted by about 40 nm as the

chromophore moves from the bilayer core to water and has some dependence on the

probe orientation. At a given position, the emission wavelength increases as more

charges reside in a polar environment and, for the same alignment, probes with

the carbonyl group pointing towards water (VU and HU) are predicted to emit at

longer wavelength than those exposing the amino group (VD and HD).

Figure 3.14: Orientations of the 6-acetyl-2-(N,N-dimethylamino)naphthalene chro-
mophore with respect to the normal to the bilayer, selected on the basis of our
analysis of the orientational distribution in the lipid bilayer (shown for ACDAN).
Arrows indicate the bilayer normal (pointing towards water).
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Figure 3.15: Fluorescence emission wavelengths calculated for conformer I of AC-
DAN in the di�erent alignments/orientations shown in Figure 3.14, as a function
of the position of the center of the molecular frame across the lipid bilayer. Fluo-
rescence emission wavelengths calculated for ACDAN + 2 H-bonded waters in the
alignments V and H, with orientation U (Figure 3.14) are also reported. The star
shows the wavelength in bulk water, as obtained by a QM/MM approach including
polarization. [104] The horizontal lines indicate experimental values for Prodan and
Laurdan in lipid bilayers. [156] The dash-dotted line shows the pro�le of the position
dependent dielectric permittivity, assumed in calculations. For symmetry reasons,
only one half of the bilayer is shown.

For the preferred locations of the probes (see �gure 3.10 and 3.12), emission

wavelengths in a range including the experimental blue-shifted emission, at about

440 nm, [156] are obtained. On the contrary, the red-shifted wavelength, experi-

mentally observed near 490 nm, is even above that estimated for the probes in bulk

water. To explain such �ndings we have to recall that these results were obtained by

a purely continuum model, which means that speci�c HB e�ects are not explicitly

included. The previous chapter on solvatochromism of Prodan and other analo-

gous probes, [104] has shown that in protic solvents, and in particular in water, the

observed �uorescence wavelength is the result of a delicate combination of short-

range (H-bonds) and long-range (polarity) solvent e�ects. By comparing di�erent

solvation models it was shown that, to obtain a good estimate of the �uorescence

wavelengths in those solvents, a more re�ned approach has to be introduced by using
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extended QM/MM clusters. In Figure 3.15 the wavelength estimated for Prodan in

bulk water by such a QM/MM approach including polarization [104] is also shown

(star). An alternative strategy is to use smaller clusters of solvent molecules around

the probe, but including long-range e�ects with an external continuum dielectric. In

the case of Prodan in water, we have shown in the previous chapter that at least two

water molecules H-bonded to the carbonyl oxygen are required, being the carbonyl

group the site involved in stronger H-bonds. [104]

The presence of H-bonds can be expected also for our probes in lipid bilayers,

at least when the carbonyl group resides in regions where water penetration is not

negligible. Therefore we have repeated the QM/PCM calculations for the �uores-

cence pro�les of ACDAN H-bonded to two water molecules inside the lipid bilayer.

Both the alignments V andH were considered, with orientation U, in which the CO

group points outwards. The emission wavelength pro�les obtained in this way are

reported in Figure 3.15 (line-diamonds). We can see that the presence of H-bonds

yields a signi�cant increase of the emission wavelength, leading the calculated values

very close to the red-shifted experimental wavelength.

3.2.3.3 The combination of QM/PCM and MFT approaches

The results of the MFT calculations provide detailed insights into the distribution

of the probes in lipid bilayers, both in the ground and in the excited state, which

generally are not accessible by experiments, since these report on suitably time- and

space-averaged properties.

Our calculations show the orientational and conformational preferences of the

probes, which are generally ignored in the literature, where the representation of

the chromophore in the 'upright' orientation (VD in Figure 3.14) is adopted and

the most extended 'rod-like' conformation of Laurdan is assumed. For ACDAN and

Prodan we have evidenced the existence of two preferential orientations, one paral-

lel (or Vertical, V) and the other perpendicular (or Horizontal, H) to the bilayer

normal; the former is promoted by the dispersion and anisotropic interactions in the

apolar region of the bilayer, while the latter is favored by electrostatic interactions.

The orientational distributions obtained by MFT calculation shows, that a change
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from vertical to horizontal is predicted for the preferred orientation of ACDAN and

Prodan, along with relocation closer to the hydrophobic/hydrophilic interface, on

going from the ground to the excited state, as a consequence of the increased dipole.

Even though the lifetime of �uorescence, of the order of nanoseconds, it may not be

su�cient for the probe to reach its equilibrium distribution in the excited state, this

change may a�ect the emission spectra of ACDAN and Prodan, as well as solvent

relaxation. We expect the competition between preferential parallel and perpen-

dicular orientations to be a general feature of polar dyes with elongated aromatic

planes; the one or the other orientation would dominate, depending on the state

of the lipid bilayer and the polarity of the chromophore. This result is compatible

with single molecule �uorescence experiments [176] and two-photon excitation �uo-

rescence microscopy [108, 177]. Thus, the di�erential emission in the gel and liquid

crystal phase would re�ect a change in the conformational distribution of Laurdan,

and then in its orientational preference, between the two phases.

The spectroscopic behavior of the �uorescent probes under investigation in lipid

membranes is often described in terms of probe con�gurations more or less accessible

to water: solutes embedded in the interior of the bilayer would be responsible for

the emission at about 440 nm, close to that observed for the same probes in apolar

isotropic solvents; [88, 102, 103] and also to the emission of aggregates in aqueous

environment. [143, 178, 179] Emission would be shifted at longer wavelengths for

probes in the polar region. Our QM calculations have shown that hydrogen bonds

with water molecules involving the carbonyl oxygen of the chromophore are needed

to yield the large Stokes shifts corresponding to the emission observed at about

490 nm. The positional pro�les, calculated as averages over all the conformers and

orientations, are shown in Figure 3.16, together with the density pro�le of water

through a model liquid-crystalline DPPC bilayer. [180]

These pro�le show that for all the probes, the distribution of carbonyl oxygen

spreads from the polar head-group region, where water is abundant, to the apolar

tail region, where the amount of water becomes negligible. Assuming that H-bonds

are the major responsible for the large Stokes shifts, their e�ects on the emission

bands will increase with the water accessibility of the carbonyl oxygen.
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Figure 3.16: Position distribution PΩ,χ (Z) calculated for ACDAN (blue short-
dashed), Prodan (red dashed) and Laurdan (green solid), in the S0 (top) and S1

(bottom) states, as a function of the position of the oxygen atom of their carbonyl
group across a DPPC bilayer. The density pro�le of water [180] is shown for compar-
ison (dash-dotted line). The coordinate Z = 0 corresponds to the bilayer midplane;
the vertical lines indicate the average position of carbonyl and phosphate groups of
lipids. Given the symmetry of the system, only one half of the bilayer is shown.

The range of emission wavelengths due to probes in di�erent positions and orien-

tations can be discussed in the light of the results of our QM calculations reported

in Figure 3.15. The tails of the carbonyl distributions in Figure 3.16 correspond

to probes in the 'upright' orientation (VD), in which the carbonyl group is buried

in the apolar region of the lipid tails; in the case of Laurdan, only the most ex-

tend conformers will contribute. These probes will not be involved in H-bonds and

their emission wavelength is predicted to span a range between 430 and 450 nm,

in close agreement with the experimental reference value of 440 nm for the blue-

shifted component of the emission spectrum. In the same range also non-H-bonded

chromophores in the VU and HU (and HD when signi�cant) orientations, whose
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carbonyls are located below the hydrophobic/hydrophilic interface in Figure 3.16,

are predicted to emit. H-bonded chromophores in the same orientations will emit at

longer wavelengths: in the range between 455 and 465 nm for VU probes, between

475 and 480 nm for HU/HD probes, closer to the red-shifted component of the

experimental emission spectrum at about 490 nm. Some underestimate of the red-

shift, 500 against 520 nm (Figure 3.15), was also obtained for Prodan in bulk water

(see Subsection 3.1.3); this can be ascribed to some still missing e�ects in the QM

simulation to be directly compared with the measured spectra, for example vibronic

e�ects are completely neglected.

These results suggest a common origin of the features of the �uorescence spectra

recorded in lipid membranes for the short- and long-tail probes. In the case of

Laurdan, the positional heterogeneity of the carbonyl group is accompanied by a

conformational distribution: the carbonyl oxygen of L-shaped conformers would

be more or less exposed to water, depending on probe position, and then more or

less involved in H-bonds, whereas that of elongated conformers would be buried in

zones scarcely accessible to water. Elongated conformers, which are more ordered

and are likely to reorient more slowly their transition dipole, might be responsible

for the signi�cantly higher steady-state �uorescence anisotropy observed at 440 nm

than at 490 nm, a result which was not explained. [160] Somehow surprisingly, the

role of molecular �exibility is generally disregarded when discussing the behavior of

Laurdan in lipid bilayers. In fact, the acyl chain conformation is expected to have

a scarce in�uence on the electronic transitions of Laurdan, since these essentially

involve the chromophore moiety. However the positional distribution show that

the chain conformation can a�ect the �uorescence emission in an indirect way, by

determining the location and orientation of the chromophore inside the bilayer.

The relative weight of the long- and short-wavelength contributions in the emis-

sion spectrum will be a�ected by the physical state and the chemical composition of

the bilayer: temperature, pressure, nature of lipid head-groups, length and unsat-

uration of acyl chains, presence of perturbing agents, a�ecting probe partition and

water penetration in the bilayer. The stabilization of the elongated conformers of

Laurdan in the gel phase, suggested by the two-photon excitation �uorescence mi-
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croscopy experiments mentioned above, [177] is in agreement with the dominating

blue emission observed in this condition. [156]

3.3 Molecular probes intercalated in nucleic acids

This Section deals with the modelling of environment e�ects on the absorption and

�uorescence properties in intercalated1 �uorescent probes in single- and double-

strand nucleic acids.

The leading new generation approaches in the frame of biochemical and biophys-

ical sensing make use of �uorescence-based detection because of its high sensitiv-

ity, simplicity, and diversity. For instance, �uorescence resonance energy transfer

(FRET), [183] �uorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) [184] and single-molecule-

FRET [185] measurements are nowadays major tools for the analysis of complex bio-

chemical reactions, whereas engineered �uorescent dyes are used to selectively detect

particular nucleic acid sequences. [186�188] When �uorescent probes are used to bind

to polynucleotides or sense di�erent chemical environments a very desirable charac-

teristic of the chosen dye is that it could behave as a ``light-switch''. [188�190] This

means that the probe �uorescence emission should dramatically change depending

on conditions, as outside vs. inside slot in DNA, [188,190] pH variation, [191] pres-

ence or absence of selected metal ions. [192] Among the large variety of molecules

displaying non-covalent binding modes, cyanine dyes are widely used as �uores-

cent probes for polynucleotides, [193�195] this application being connected with the

interesting property of cyanines to sharply increase their �uorescence upon interac-

tion with polynucleotides. [193,196,197] On the other hand, it is known that cyanine

dyes tend to self-aggregate, [198�205] and this process can in�uence the course of dye

binding to a given substrate. Despite the unquestionable importance of �uorescent

dyes, theoretical studies, aimed to an in-depth understanding of the photophysical

characteristics of these molecules, are still limited. [206�208] In all cases, at the best

of our knowledge, the e�ects of di�erent environments have never been considered in

a detailed way. For these reasons we have undertaken a QM study of the absorbance

1The term �intercalation� was �rstly proposed by Lerman in 1961 [181,182].
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and �uorescence emission characteristics of the cyanine thiazole orange (TO, Figure

3.17) in environments of increasing complexity. First we have considered homo-

geneous solutions by simulating their e�ects in terms of a polarizable continuum

model (PCM), [47] after we have introduced aggregation e�ects, and �nally we have

analysed intercalation of TO into single and double stranded DNA.

The choice of TO is easily understood by recalling that it is a widely used

DNA �uorescent probe [196, 209�215], because it is able to ``switch on'' �uores-

cence when buried into a hydrophobic cavity; in fact it is essentially non-�uorescent

in non-viscous solvents, whereas the �uorescence switches on in viscous solvents

[196, 216, 217] or upon intercalation in rigid environments, such as dsDNA (�uo-

rescence increase by more than 1000 times) [196, 216�220] , RNA (3000-fold in-

crease) [215], ssDNA (100-fold increase) or �brillar protein [221]. These observations

suggest that TO can indeed be a very good system for computational models to un-

derstand and rationalize the important changes induced by di�erent environments

on the �uorescence of molecular probes. Here, the environment not only a�ects

the position of the spectroscopic bands but it can also induce a quenching or an

enhancement of the signal due to a complex combination of intramolecular twist-

ing, aggregation e�ects, and structural impediments. Thus, in addition to common

quenching mechanisms due to water molecules and hydrophobic e�ects that were

found to play a non-negligible role in similar �uorescent dye systems, [222] this

study provides clear evidences about the presence for this particular system of a

quenching mechanism due to the twisting of the rings around the central methine

bridge. Its structure is reported in Figure 3.17.

Figure 3.17: The optimized ground state structure of Thiazole Orange (TO)
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3.3.1 Computational Details

All the QM calculations have been performed by using a locally modi�ed version

of the Gaussian 09 package. [66] The models used in the calculations represent: (i)

a single molecule of TO in the gas-phase and in a PCM solvent; (ii) three struc-

tures of π-stacked dimers, (iii) two systems where TO is intercalated in a double

stranded DNA pocket, and (iv) four systems where TO is intercalated in a single

stranded DNA pocket. In particular, concerning dsDNA, two models have been

built up, namely the ``Sandwich'' (Sand) and the ``Ring'' systems. All the geometry

optimizations of both monomers and dimers were performed without imposing any

constraint, while in the case of intercalated systems the geometry of DNA (in its Ring

or Sand forms) was kept �xed. The ground and excited state geometry optimiza-

tions were calculated with the (TD)DFT method using the M06-2X functional. [67]

This functional was chosen for its ability to describe noncovalent interactions such

as stacking e�ects as those determining dimerisation in TO. [68,69] The absorption

and emission calculations were calculated with the CAM-B3LYP functional. [90] The

6-311+G(d,p) basis set was used for all the calculations performed on the monomers

and dimers of TO. In the intercalated systems, the combination of 6-311+G(d,p)

and 6-31G basis sets was used for the calculations on TO (high level) and ring/sand

(low level) structures, respectively. The IEF-PCM (see Section 1.1.1.1) has been

used to describe the e�ects of the environment both on the ground and the excited

states. PCM cavities have been built as a series of interlocking spheres centered on

atoms with Bondi radii: [45] 1.7Å for quaternary C, 1.9Å for aromatic CH, 2.0Å

for CHn (n = 2, 3), 1.6Å for N and 1.2Å for H not bonded to C, all multiplied

by a cavity size factor of 1.2. PCM vertical absorption and emission energies were

obtained by exploiting the corrected linear response (cLR) scheme (see Section 1.2).

3.3.2 Results and Discussion

The Results and Discussion Section is organized in terms of separated Subsections

on (i) monomers and dimers in solution and (ii) in�uence of intercalation on photo-

physical properties of TO.
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3.3.2.1 Monomers and dimers in solution

To understand the important changes in the photophysical behavior of TO when in

the presence of di�erent environmental conditions, we have �rst analyzed the geo-

metrical structures of both ground and excited states of the isolated and solvated

TO monomer and dimer using a (TD)DFT approach combined with a PCM descrip-

tion of the solvent. From now, if not explicitly indicated, the excited state refers to

the �rst singlet excited state of π�π∗ nature.

As changes in the �uorescence quantum yield of TO have been attributed to

intramolecular torsions [217, 223] the structural analysis has been focused on the

two main dihedral angles, namely the two torsional angles between the benzothiazole

and the quinoline heterocycles.

The optimized dihedral angles of TO in the gas-phase and in water solution

are reported in Table 3.6 whereas the optimized structures for the monomer and

the investigated dimers are reported in Figure 3.18. In particular, three di�erent

dimeric structures have been investigated; they are all stacked dimers but they di�er

with respect to the portions of the aromatic system which are allowed to interact.

TO System Environment GS ES
φ ϕ φ ϕ

monomer vacuo 11 15 0 95
monomer water 10 17 1 92
dimer1 water 4 9 9 21
dimer2 water 8 9 - -
dimer3 water 4 12 - -

Table 3.6: Values assumed by dihedral angles φ and ϕ (degrees) obtained from
the optimized geometries of the ground (GS) and �rst excited (ES) states for the
monomer and the three di�erent dimeric structures reported in Figure 3.18.

We note that among the di�erent dimeric structures, the H-aggregate (dim1) is

found to be the most stable form (with energy more than 7 kcal/mol lower than

the two other forms), in agreement with previous literature �ndings. [205, 216] For

this reason, dim2 and dim3 were not considered any further in the study of the

photophysical properties. As shown in the previous Subsection, the values of the

reaction enthalpy and entropy found for TO dimerisation are considerably more
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negative than those found for other dyes. [222] This �nding could be rationalized in

the light of the structure of dim1. In such an H-aggregate the stabilizing dispersion

interactions are maximized (due to the large extension of the overlap of the aromatic

portions of each TO) while the repulsive forces between the two positively charged

TO are minimized thanks to the antiparallel arrangement. In addition, the same

stabilizing interactions lead to a structure in which twisting processes among the

two dihedral angles indicated in Figure 3.18 are strongly reduced.

Figure 3.18: Optimized molecular structures of the ground (GS) and �rst excited
(ES) states relative to TO monomer and various TO dimers in water, together with
the labelling used to identify two relevant dihedral angles (f,y) investigated in this
work.

The suggested relation between torsional angles and photophysical properties

has been further analyzed in Figure 3.19 where we report the calculated emission

energies for the �rst two excited states of solvated TO as a function of the dihedral

angle ψ.
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Figure 3.19: Emission energies of TO as a function of the dihedral angle y (f =
10°) for the �rst two singlet excited states (Exc1 and Exc2) of TO in water; their
oscillator strengths are also shown as open labels. For each value of y, all the other
geometrical parameters have been optimized.

It is in fact a torsion with respect to this angle which, in the geometry opti-

mization of the excited state, has lead to intramolecularly twisted structures while

changes of the dihedral angle φ were almost negligible. This plot shows a clear rela-

tion between the torsional angle ψ and the emission energies as well as the oscillatory

strengths. The emission energy of the lowest state drops rapidly with increasing an-

gles and the state becomes completely dark when TO is fully twisted. An opposite

trend is instead found for the second state for which both the emission energy and

the oscillator strength increase for angles larger than 70°. This behavior can be

explained in terms of a loss of conjugation between the benzothiazole and quinoline

ring. Moving now to spectroscopic features, in Table 3.7 and 3.8 and we report the

calculated absorption and emission energies, and the corresponding Stokes shifts of

the TO monomer and dimer, respectively. In both cases, a collection of available

experimental data is also shown.
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Environment ABS FLU SS Ref.
Water and 0.1M NaCl 2.47 - - [205]
Water and 0.1M NaCl 2.48 2.37 0.11 This work
Tris-HCl bu�er 2.47 2.32 0.16 [216]
Tris-HCl bu�er 2.47 2.27 0.20 [219]
Tris-EDTA bu�er 2.48 - [218]
Hepes bu�er 2.46 - - [221]
Methanol 2.48 - - [223]
Methanol 2.47 - - [217]
TE bu�er 2.46 - - [224]
90% Glicerol - 2.27 - [217]
<Exp> 2.47 2.31 0.16
TDDFT in vacuo 3.03 Twist - This work
TDDFT in water 3.04 Twist - This work

Table 3.7: Comparison between experimental and TDDFT calculated absorption
(ABS), emission energies (FLU) and Stokes shifts (SS) of the TO monomer in several
solvents. All values are in eV.

Environment ABS FLU SS Ref.
Water and 0.1M NaCl 2.63 - - [205]
Water and 0.1M NaCl 2.64 - - This work
Water and 3M NaCl 2.61 2.00 0.61 This work
Tris-HCl bu�er 2.63 1.95 0.68 [216]
Tris-HCl bu�er 2.62 2.02 0.60 [219]
Tris-EDTA bu�er 2.63 - - [218]
TAE bu�er - 1.94 - [196]
<Exp> 2.63 1.98 0.63
TDDFT in water 3.09 2.54 0.55 This work

Table 3.8: Comparison between experimental and TDDFT calculated absorption
(ABS), emission energies (FLU) and Stokes shifts (SS) of the TO dimer (dim1). All
values are in eV.

As can be seen from Tables 3.7 and 3.8, the calculated transition energies always

overestimate the measured ones but it is important to note that such an overestima-

tion is almost constant for absorption and �uorescence on the one side, and for the

monomer and dimer, on the other side. This means that we can use this constant

error (ca. 0.5 eV) as an o�set for the selected QM level of calculation, and focus

our analysis on scaled values without loosing reliability in our study. As a matter of

fact, the calculated Stokes shift for the dimer which, is not a�ected by the intrinsic

inaccuracy of the QM level inducing the 0.5 eV o�set is in good agreement with the
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experiments.

If we consider �rst the monomer, we recall that either in the gas-phase or adding

the e�ects of water through a PCM description, the excited state structure relaxes

to a twisted one in which the �uorescence is completely quenched (as shown by the

graphs of the oscillatory strengths reported in Figure 3.19). These results show that

when TO is free to rotate around the dihedral angle ψ, like in solvents with low

viscosity, a large reduction, if not a complete quenching, of the �uorescence has to

be expected. Here, to quantify the e�ects of a very viscous solvent, we can go back

to the plot reported in Figure 3.19. If we assume that the viscosity of the solvent

will impede signi�cant torsional motions, we can get an estimated emission energy

for c close to the value optimized in the ground state structure (i.e. ca. 15°). If we

shift this value by the 0.5 eV o�set we obtain an energy of ca. 2.3 eV, in quite good

agreement with the value measured in water and 3 M NaCl (2.37 eV).

If we now assume that aggregation phenomena are possible, e.g. for high TO con-

centrations, PCM calculations on the dimer show that �uorescence is kept without

imposing any constraint on the geometrical parameters and the resulting emission

energy is red-shifted with respect to the signal observed in the viscous solvents. This

is con�rmed by the present experimental analysis.

Finally, it is worth noting that the measured Stokes shift in the aggregated

system (0.63 eV) is almost completely reproduced by calculations on dimers (0.55 eV)

showing that the dimeric model gives a reliable picture of changes in the excitation

process due to aggregation.

3.3.2.2 In�uence of intercalation on photophysical properties of TO

Because of the large size of the system, we modelled the double stranded DNA

(dsDNA) intercalation pockets using simpli�ed models which limit the interaction

between TO and the dsDNA to the �rst neighbourhoods. Since experimental re-

sults have shown that photophysical properties of TO are similar to those of its

homodimeric TOTO analog, [196] we have assumed that the structure of the in-

tercalated TO is likewise similar to that of the intercalated TOTO. Therefore, two

intercalated TO con�gurations were derived from the two arrangements of TO in
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Figure 3.20: Optimized molecular structures of TO intercalated in double stranded
DNA in the two investigated con�gurations ``Conf1'' (left) and ``Conf2'' (right).
Sandwich and Ring forms are reported together with their superimpositions.

the intercalated homodimer obtained by Spielmann et al. [225] with an 1H-NMR

structural study on TOTO binding to d(CGCTAGCG)2 in the CTAG site. From

these two con�gurations (from now on indicated as Conf1 and Conf2), two model

systems have been de�ned. The smallest model (Sandwich) is obtained by eliminat-

ing the whole DNA structure with exception of the four adjacent nucleic acid bases

(two above and two below the TO plane), while in the larger model (Ring) also

the sugar/phosphate groups connecting those bases have been kept. The ground

state optimized structures for the two sets of model systems are shown in Figure

3.20 whereas the superimposition with the corresponding excited state structures is

shown in Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.21: Comparison between optimized ground and excited state (in green)
structures of dsDNA-intercalated TO in the Sandwich model.

The experimental and calculated absorption, emission energies and Stokes shifts

of the TO intercalated in double stranded DNA are reported in 3.9. As for the calcu-

lated values, only the results obtained for the ring model are reported as the analo-

gous results obtained for the sandwich were not comparable with experiments. This

shows that a reliable description of the short range interactions between TO and the

DNA pockets at least requires to include the e�ects of the lateral sugar/phosphate

chains in addition to the stacking bases.
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Environment ABS FLU SS Ref.
ctDNA 2.44 2.35 0.09 [196]
ctDNA 2.43 2.35 0.08 [205]
ctDNA 2.46 2.35 0.12 [217]
ctDNA 2.45 2.32 0.13 [216]
ctDNA 2.44 2.36 0.08 [218]
ctDNA - 2.35 This work
Salmon DNA - 2.30 - [219]
Poly(dA-dT)2 2.44 2.31 0.13 [220]
Poly(dG-dC)2 2.43 2.35 0.08 [218]
Poly(dG-dC)2 2.44 2.31 0.13 [220]
<Exp> 2.44 2.34 0.10
TDDFT in vacuo Ring/Conf2 2.95 2.76 0.18 This work
TDDFT in vacuo Ring/Conf2 2.91 2.71 0.20 This work
TDDFT in PCM(ε = 4) Ring/Conf2 2.95 2.75 0.20 This work
TDDFT in PCM(ε = 4) Ring/Conf1 2.90 2.68 0.22 This work
TDDFT in PCM(ε = 4) Ring/Conf2 2.95 2.72 0.22 This work
TDDFT in PCM(ε = 4) Ring/Conf1 2.89 2.64 0.25 This work
<TDDFT> 2.93 2.71 0.21

Table 3.9: Comparison between experimental and TDDFT absorption (ABS), emis-
sion energies (FLU) and Stokes shifts (SS) of TO intercalated in di�erent double
stranded DNA (dsDNA). All values are in eV.

Calculations fully con�rm this analysis: including the e�ects of the DNA pocket

(through the ring approximation) the excited state TO remains almost planar in

contrast to what found for calculations of monomer TO in the gas-phase or in a PCM

water (see Table 3.6) and its �uorescence is not quenched (once again, calculations

overestimate transition energies by the same 0.5 eV factor). This picture does not

change if we introduce the e�ects of the rest of DNA (and possibly of the external

solvent) using a PCM description, TO mimic this e�ective environment as a low

polar or a water-like dielectric.

In order to better understand the role of the DNA pocket we have further ex-

tended the QM analysis to single stranded DNA (ssDNA). As no experimental struc-

tures are available for TO in ssDNA we have derived alternative pocket structures

from the X-ray crystallographic study of Lisgarten et al. [226] on cryptolepine bind-

ing to a dsDNA. Our choice has been based on the observation that TO and cryp-

tolepine are structurally similar (they are both aromatic planar and almost planar

systems after intercalation), and thus we expect that also their intercalation pockets
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are similar.

From this experimental structure we have extracted a pocket formed by two

cytosine base pairs: this pocket has been used to model a possible intercalation site

for TO in poly(dC). In Figure 3.22 the structures optimized for the ground and

the excited state of TO intercalated in the model ssDNA pocket are shown. The

di�erent con�gurations have been obtained rotating TO along its long axis (ssConf1

vs. ssConf2) and short axis (A vs. B); we note that for the ssConf1B only the ground

state structure is shown as in its excited state the benzothiazole group rotates with

consequent quenching of the �uorescence.

In Table 3.10, we report the corresponding absorption and emission energies

and Stokes shifts together with a collection of experimental data taken from the

literature for TO in di�erent ssDNA. The results reported in Table 3.10 for TO

partially intercalated in ssDNA well agree with the experimental results if the 0.5

eV o�set is considered. We note that in particular the Stokes shifts values measured

in poly(dC) are very well reproduced by calculations which seems to support the

partial intercalation [227] hypothesis we have used in which TO is located between

two adjacent bases of the ssDNA (see Figure 3.22). If, alternatively, we consider a

``classical'' intercalation [181,182] of TO in the ssDNA, namely with a single ring in

between the bases' planes, the optimization of the excited state structures leads to

a twisted TO with a consequent quenching of the �uorescence. Therefore, according

to our estimates a classical intercalation hypothesis for TO intercalated in a ssDNA

seems not to be in agreement with the experimental results of �uorescence. [194]
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Figure 3.22: Optimized molecular structures of TO intercalated in single stranded
DNA in several intercalated con�gurations, together with the superimpositions of
excited structures (green).

Environment ABS FLU SS Ref.
In poly(dC) 2.61 2.34 0.27 [218]
In poly(dT) 2.60 2.33 0.27 [218]
In poly(dG) - 2.34 - [218]
In poly(dA) 2.45 2.36 0.09 [218]
In poly(dA) - 2.36 - This work
ssConf1A in poly(dC) 3.02 2.81 0.21 This work
ssConf1B in poly(dC) 2.89 Twist - This work
ssConf2A in poly(dC) 2.82 0.34 0.34 This work
ssConf2B in poly(dC) 3.00 2.77 0.22 This work
<TDDFT> 2.93 2.69 0.24

Table 3.10: Comparison between experimental and calculated absorption (ABS) and
emission (FLU) energies and Stokes shift (SS) of ssDNA-intercalated TO. All values
are in eV.



Conclusions and perspectives

The aim of this theses has been the modelling of environment e�ects on spectro-

scopic molecular responses with hybrid QM/classical methods, in order to model

environment e�ects and to gain a better comprehension of their microscopic origin.

In particular, in Chapter 2 we have applied an extension of PCM to investigate

solvent e�ects on vibrational couplings within the TDC and HMR approaches. In

the case of TDC, we have studied a model system with the aim of dissecting solvent

e�ects in their two main contributions, namely the modi�cation of the transition

dipole moments and the screening of their interaction. As the two contributions

generally act in opposite directions, the �nal e�ect can be either an increase or a

decrease of the coupling (and as a result a faster or slower energy transfer). The

TDC approach, however, cannot be used to get a quantitative description of the

phenomenon due to its intrinsic limitations, which can be further ampli�ed by the

presence of the solvent. The application of the much more reliable HMR-PCM

formalism shows that this combination, can e�ectively predict and interpret the

vibrational couplings of nucleic acids and peptides in solution.

Finally, we have applied an improved methodology, developed in this PhD thesis

to nucleic acids. This methodology makes use of: a) the HMR-PCM approach

in order to determine the coupling between vibrations; b) the PHVA in order to

accurately determine the vibrational LM's; c) an explicit description of the nearest

parts of the DNA helix, in order to account for a part of the DNA environment e�ect;

and d) a continuous description in order to account (in an average manner) for the

e�ect of the rest of the DNA helix and of the solvent. This combination was shown

suitable for e�ectively predict and interpret some features of the 2D-IR spectra of

nucleic acids in solutions. Its good correlation with both previous calculations and

107
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experimental �ndings shows that this method can indeed be used in combination

with experimental measurements to gain an accurate modelling of the vibrational

coupling between vibrations localized on di�erent DNA bases. Therefore, it can be

envisaged as a useful tool to be exploited to determine, through the modi�cations

of the coupling, the modi�cations in DNA helices.

In Chapter 3, we have presented the modelling of environment e�ects on the

electronic absorption and �uorescence spectra, for homogeneous solvents, mem-

branes and pockets in DNA.

Firstly, we have shown that the environment e�ect in homogeneous solvents, is a

complex phenomenon in which very di�erent interactions play a role, each with its

proper dynamics. Such a complexity has direct important consequences in the large

use that solvatochromism has in many �elds of chemical and biological research.

In fact, a clear and univocal relation between the position of absorption or �uores-

cence maxima and the characteristics of the environment cannot be obtained using

simpli�ed solvation models or even more complex polarity scales. Indeed, a detailed

analysis of the static and dynamic aspects of solvation should be taken into account.

We have shown that a new interpretative and predictive strategy is obtained by com-

bining TDDFT approaches with various solvation models. Using only a single type

of solvation model (either a continuum approach or an atomistic one) is in fact nec-

essarily limited not only in the quality of the results but also in the completeness

of the physical picture it can give, which can be achived. We have tried to show

that it is the integration of di�erent (and complementary) solvation models that

can reveal the real nature of solvatochromism by directly relating it to the e�ects

of the environment on the formation and relaxation of excited states. In particular,

by combining MD and QM descriptions, as well as integrating QM/continuum with

QM/polarizable MM and full QM descriptions of the absorption and emission phe-

nomena, we have shown that even in the case of very common and largely studied

�uorescent probes, the analysis of solvatochromism is far from being simple and

univocal. Many are in fact the aspects which can play a role, and some of them

are only indirectly linked to the polarity and/or H-bonding characteristics of the

environment. For example, one cannot neglect solubility e�ects which can hide un-
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expected shifts in the spectroscopic responses due not to direct environment e�ects

but to environment-induced aggregations. More important, speci�c solute-solvent

e�ects such as H-bonds not only can lead to large shifts of both absorption and

emission energies but also can a�ect the nature of the emitting species with result-

ing reduction of the quantum yield. For some of the investigated probes, we have

shown that strong H-bonding e�ects could lead to protonation of the acceptor sites

in the probe or conformational changes.

Secondly, we have considered the environment e�ects of membranes on selected

molecular probes. This implies the connection between the electronic transitions of

the probe and how these are a�ected by the environment, on one side, and the probe

distribution in the bilayer and the factors that determine its changes as a function

of bilayer composition or external perturbations, on the other side. The integrated

QM/PCM and MFT approach, which we have proposed here, appears suitable for a

thorough analysis of the spectroscopic properties of �uorescent probes as a function

of their interaction with the bilayer environment. The application of this integrated

approach to the �uorescent probes Acdan, Prodan, and Laurdan in a model liquid-

crystalline DPPC bilayer highlighted important e�ects. A strong dependence of

the �uorescence emission wavelength on the position and orientation of the chro-

mophore inside of the bilayer was evidenced by the QM/PCM calculations, and the

molecular �eld analysis evidenced the actual role of di�erent probe con�gurations

in modulating the emission spectrum. In particular, non-obvious and usually dis-

regarded e�ects of the orientational and conformational distributions of the probes

emerged, which were shown to be able to indirectly a�ect the spectroscopic response.

A complex picture is suggested, where the dynamic contributions, during the �uo-

rescence lifetime, from probes heterogeneously distributed across the bilayer should

be considered. The QM/PCM description of the electrostatic e�ects were found to

be insu�cient to explain the origin of the red-shifted emission observed for Prodan

and Laurdan in membranes; these could be accounted for by introducing the spe-

ci�c e�ects of H-bonding interactions between the probes and the water molecules

penetrating into the bilayer. Thus, our analysis provides support to the hypothesis

that the short- and longwavelength maxima in the �uorescence spectra of Prodan
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and Laurdan correspond to a H-bond-free and a H-bonded form of the probe, re-

spectively. [170] Although, strictly speaking, our results refer to probes incorporated

in a liquid-crystalline DPPC bilayer, some of our conclusions concerning the role of

H-bonds and the importance of the conformational and orientational distribution

of the probes are expected to be generally meaningful. However, due to the great

sensitivity to the physical state and composition of the bilayer exhibited by the

spectroscopic response, especially in the case of Prodan, the speci�c features of the

lipid phase should be taken into account to get more accurate predictions, allowing

a closer comparison with experiments. The integrated approach used here for the

�rst time appears suitable to bridge the spectroscopic behavior of polarity-sensitive

probes and microenvironment properties of lipid membranes.

Finally, we have considered the environment e�ects of pockets in DNA on Thi-

azole Orange. The detailed understanding of the physical and chemical aspects

related to environment e�ects on molecular probes for DNA, which are used in the

frame of biochemical and biophysical sensing, is indeed a very important issue. In

this study we have shown that a possible reliable strategy is based on the integration

of computational and spectral methods. In particular, the use of recent DFT func-

tionals in combination with TDDFT extensions to excited state geometries allows

us to reproduce the experimental shifts in the absorption and �uorescence bands

when moving from the isolated chromophore to the chromophore in di�erent en-

vironments of increasing complexity. This strategy has been here applied to the

study of TO in the gas-phase and in solution with di�erent conditions of viscosity

and di�erent concentrations, and to TO intercalated in single and double stranded

DNA. The comparison of the results obtained simulating the di�erent experimental

situations with a hierarchy of QM models has �nally allowed us to rationalize the

quenching/enhancing e�ects of �uorescence that occur passing from non-viscous to

viscous solvents, as well as from solutions to single and double stranded DNA. In

the latter cases, QM calculations con�rm that intercalation inhibits the twisting of

TO in its excited state due to the rigid DNA pocket which is �nally re�ected in

an enhanced �uorescence. The twisting e�ect on �uorescence quenching does not

preclude the presence of other common mechanisms of quenching, such as that due
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to water, but it indicates that TO presents a speci�city with respect to other dyes

where the twisting is not possible.

To summarise, we have shown that the various approaches we have adopted were

able to predict and interpret the environment e�ects on vertical electronic transi-

tions, vibrational transitions and vibrational couplings. However, it is important to

point out that there is not a unique approach to study environment e�ects, but that

each approach reveals speci�c and complementary aspects; thus also the accuracy of

the di�erent approaches depends on the peculiar characteristics of the environment.

Further e�orts have to be made in order to improve the description of the inter-

action with the environment, considering the dispersive and repulsive interactions

(and not only the electrostatic interactions), the explicit coupled dynamics and the

speci�c persistent interaction which are the key factors in order to better model

environment e�ects in protic environments.



Appendix A

Modelling molecular vibrations: the

normal modes (NM's) analysis and

the Partial Hessian Vibrational

Analysis (PHVA)

The modelling of molecular vibrations in polyatomic systems is usually performed

using the Normal Modes (NM's) analysis. It is convenient to start by considering

the molecular Hamiltonian of the nuclei, in a rotating and translating frame,1 and

in the Born�Oppenheimer approximation.

H ({xi}) = −}2

2

∑
i

1

mi

∂2

∂x2
i

+ V ({xi}) (A.0.1)

where mi is the mass of the nucleus i. The �rst term in the former equation,

is the kinetic energy operator, whereas the second represents the potential energy

that determines the vibrational motion of the nuclei.

The potential energy term, that is obtained from the solution of the electronic

1For a semi-rigid molecule (a molecule in which the only motions are small internal vibrations
and overall translations and rotations) in a minimum of the Potential Energy Surface, this frame is
obtained imposing a set of six constaints on the coordinates, named the Eckart-Sayvetz conditions.
These conditions uncouple the 3n nuclear degrees of freedom in 3n − 6 internal (vibrational)
coordinates and in 6 rigid body motions (the overall 3 rotational and 3 translational motions).
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Schrödinger equation, is a function of the nuclear coordinates and cannot be written

in a simple analytical form; therefore a common solution is to make an expansion

using the Taylor's series for the motion of the nuclei around the equilibrium position,

which gives

V ({xi}) = V
({
x0
i
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+
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+. . .

(A.0.2)

An harmonic description (taking into account the potential energy up to the

second order and neglecting the higher order terms) is usually a reasonable approx-

imation, for small displacement around a minimum2. Thus the Hamiltonian can be

rewritten as:

H ({xi}) = −}2
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(A.0.3)

A further simpli�cation can be performed by introducing the mass-weighted

Cartesian displacement coordinates, qi = m
1/2
i (xi − x0

i ), obtaining:

H ({qi}) = −}2

2

∑
i

∂2

∂q2
i

+
1

2

∑
i,j

∂2V

∂qi∂qj

∣∣∣∣
0

qiqj (A.0.4)

The presence of cross-terms in the former equation prevents a simple analytical

solution of the problem; a common choice is to make a change of cooordinates,

named normal coordinates:

Q = Lq (A.0.5)

to remove the cross-terms and transform the double sum in Eq. (A.0.4) to a single

sum. This diagonalization reduces the problem to a system of uncoupled harmonic

oscillators, that is trivial to solve. Thus using normal coordinates the Hamiltonian

can be written as a sum of Hamiltonians of uncoupled quantum harmonic oscilla-

2We are considering only small displacements from the equilibrium con�guration and not chem-
ical reactions or conformational changes, which need large modi�cations of the nuclear coordinates.
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tors3:

H ({Qi}) =
1

2

∑
i

h ({Qi}) =
1

2

∑
i

{
−}2 ∂2

∂Q2
i

+
∂2V

∂Q2
i

∣∣∣∣
0

Q2
i

}
(A.0.6)

where ∂2V
∂Q2

i
is the force constant ki associated to the normal coordinate Qi.

The former equation is analytically solvable giving the following vibrational en-

ergy:

E =
∑
i

}ωi
(
ni +

1

2

)
(A.0.7)

where ni is the quantum number and ωi =
√
ki the frequency associated to the

i-th normal mode.

We can brie�y summarize how a quantum chemical software, like Gaussian,

obtains the vibrational frequencies and NM's:

� Calculation of the hessian matrix in Cartesian displacement coordinates, as the

second derivatives of the potential energy, Fij = ∂2V
∂xi∂xj

∣∣∣
x0
i ,x

0
j

(See Eq. (A.0.3))

� Coordinate transformations:

� from Cartesian to mass-weighted Cartesian coordinates (q), using the

transformation matrix M (de�ned as: Mii = m
1/2
i ).

� from mass-weighted Cartesian displacement coordinates to the translat-

ing + rotating system, i.e. the internal coordinates, using the transforma-

tion matrixD. This is done using the Sayvetz conditions, which separate

the 3n− 6 internal (vibrational) motions from the 6 rigid body motions.

3The same consideration can be applied to the Lagrangian (classical) analogue of Eq. (A.0.4),
L ({qi}) = 1

2

∑
i q̇

2 − 1
2

∑
i,j fijqiqj , that can be solved using the Lagrangian equation of motion,

obtaining q̈i +
∑

j fijqj = 0 i = 1, 2, . . . 3n. Analogously to Eq. (A.0.4) it contains cross-terms,
that prevent a solution in terms of uncoupled oscillators. Analogously to Eq. (A.0.6) the former
Lagrangian can be written, in terms of normal modes as, L ({qi}) = 1

2

∑
i q̇

2 − 1
2

∑
i,j Kiiq

2
i , that

can be solved using the Lagrangian equation of motion, obtaining q̈i+
∑

i fiqi = 0 i = 1, 2, . . . 3n.
Its solutions are the harmonic oscillator functions qi = Ai sin (2πct+ φ) in which each nucleus in
the molecule is moving with the same frequency and phase. For a general polyatomic molecule,

this provides 3n−6 vibrational (normal) frequencies νi = f
1/2
i , and the corresponding normal mode

displacements Ai.
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� from internal coordinates to normal coordinates (Q), using the transfor-

mation matrix L.

To sum up: Q = MDLq .

� Calculation of vibrational frequencies and NM displacements, obtained as the

eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the hessian matrix.

The NM's analysis was originally developed in order to study vibrations in a

minimum of the potential energy surface. However, it is sometimes needed to per-

form vibrational calculations in partially optimized structures, i.e. not in an energy

minimum, where the investigated part of the system is optimized and the rest is

not. This because a global optimization may be very expensive or because we are

only considering a fragment of a larger structure, in which the border needs to be

kept frozen, to correctly account for the vibrational edge e�ects. In fact a standard

NM's analysis of these systems may show some serious drawbacks, e.g. the ap-

pearance of imaginary frequencies, the breakdown of the rotational invariance and

the appearance of coordinates dependence. [228] In order to overcome these limi-

tations the Partial Hessian Vibrational Analysis (PHVA) [59�61, 64, 229�231] was

initially developed by Head et al. [61�63, 229] and further by Li and Jensen. [232]

This approach divides the system into a freely vibrating part and a frozen part; the

latter is kept frozen during the vibrational calculation, formally setting to in�nite

the masses associated to the atoms of the �xed part (this is equal to considering and

diagonalizing only a sub-block of the Hessian, neglecting the elements associated

to the frozen part). Therefore the frozen part does not directly contribute to the

vibrational calculation.



Appendix B

Molecular �eld theory (MFT) for

solutes in membrane environments

The MFT [152] description of the positional and orientational distribution of a

molecular solute in membrane environments is based on the de�nition of a molecular

mean-�eld potential (U), expressed as the sum of the work required to form the

molecular-shaped cavity (Ucav), the electrostatic (Uel) and dispersion (Udisp) solute-

membrane interactions, and the anisotropic interactions between the solute and the

ordered acyl chains in the membrane interior (Uord):

U = Ucav + Uel + Udisp + Uord (B.0.1)

Due to the nonuniform and anisotropic nature of the bilayer environment, each

term in the former equation bears a dependence on the position of the solute along

the bilayer normal (Z), on its orientation with respect to the normal (W) and, in

the case of �exible solutes, on the torsional angles (q). An atomistic representation

of the solute is used, in terms of its atomic charges and polarizabilities and of the

solvent excluded molecular surface.

The mean-�eld potential U (Z,Ω, χ) is related to the coupled positional-orientational-

conformational distribution function P (Z,Ω, χ) by

P (Z,W, q) =
e
U(Z,Ω,χ)
kBT

Q
(B.0.2)
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with the partition function

Q =

∫
e
U(Z,Ω,χ)
kBT dZdΩdχ (B.0.3)

By properly averaging P (Z,Ω, χ) over the orientational and conformational

variables, the reduced position distribution function PW,q (Z) is de�ned, such that

PW,q (Z) dZ gives the probability that the solute is located in the element dZ cen-

tered at the Z position, irrespective of its orientation and conformation. We can

also de�ne a position-dependent free energy,

uΩ,χ (Z) = ubulkΩ,χ (Z)− kBT lnPW,q (Z) (B.0.4)

which can be interpreted as the transfer free energy from bulk water to the Z position

in the bilayer, if ubulkΩ,χ (Z) = kBT lnP bulk
χ (Z) = const, where P bulk

q (Z) is the reduced

distribution in bulk water.
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